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NEWS

APC

Asia Pacific College
TAGGED AS CHED Center of Excellence in
IT EDUCATION &
IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Joyce Ann Umali

Asia Pacific
College (APC) was
proclaimed as a
Commission on Higher
Education (CHEd)
Center of Excellence
(COE) in Information
Technology and Center
of Development
(COD) in Computer
Engineering.
According to
Memorandum Order
No. 38, Series of 2015,
released on December
23, the designation will
take effect from January
1, 2016 to December 31,
2018.
COE status is
granted to institutions
“which continuously
demonstrate excellent
performance in the areas
of instruction, research
and publication,
extension and linkages
and institutional
qualifications”.

While CODs are
those that demonstrate
potential for becoming
a COE. Being a COE or
COD makes the college
qualified to apply for
financial assistance from
CHEd through projectbased proposals geared
towards the development
of the institution in their
respective fields.
“The
CHEd’s continuous
recognition of our
Computer Engineering
program is both a
proof and a challenge
to our commitment in
producing graduates in a
professional engineering
career who could
meet the fast-paced
technological needs
of the industry” said  
School of Engineering
(SoE) Executive Director
Stanley Glenn Brucal.

Global Community
of Microsoft

Showcase Schools
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In another note,
School of Computing
and Information
Technologies (SoCIT)
Executive Director
Ms. Rhea-Luz
Valbuena expressed
her gratitude for the
acknowledgement.
“Thank you
for recognizing APC’s
efforts in setting
innovative directions
in learning to equip
our students with the
knowledge and the right
skills, that contribute to
nation-building, global
discoveries and workable
IT solutions.”
Since
2007, APC has been
recognized as a CHEd
Center of Excellence in
Information Technology
and was tagged as a
Center of Development
in ComputerEngineering
since 2010.
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Asia Pacific
College (APC) was
recently awarded as one
of the two Microsoft
Showcase Schools in
the Philippines. Its
leaders were recognized
because of their vision
for change, successful
implementation of
Microsoft technology and
capability to share stories
about the outcomes of
their improved agendas
(www.microsoft.com).
One of the
benefits of being a
Microsoft Showcase
School is the chance
to collaborate with an
international group of
thought leaders who have
a vision for educational
change. Last November
17-18, 2015 APC
Managing Director Ms.
Teresita Medado and APC
Institutional Services

Joyce Ann Umali

Executive Director Ms.
Josephine dela Cuesta
joined the British
Education Training and
Technology (BETT) Asia
Leadership Summit in
Singapore, a conference
of senior education
leaders, practitioners
and industry experts
from throughout the
region and across the
globe. When asked
about their experiences
in the summit, Medado
shared “We conversed
and collaborated with
education leaders
from across the globe
who work towards
one educational
goal—produce globally
competitive graduates. “
Another
highlight of their trip
was the chance to be
interviewed by Microsoft
Corporation’s Vice
President for Education

Worldwide Mr. Anthony
Salcito who expressed his
interest on APC’s Senior
High School (SHS).
Scott Wightman,
in his opening speech
at the BETT Summit,
spoke of his belief
that “Technology is an
unavoidable ingredient
of success in the modern
world”.  Technology
plays a vital role in
the education system.
The rapid change in
technological advances
creates opportunities for
schools to develop better
strategies to facilitate
learning. As a Center of
Excellence in Information
Technology, APC ensures
that opportunities
brought by technology
are being harnessed to
develop modern learning
methodologies in and
outside the classrooms.

EXPECT MORE.
EXPERIENCE BETTER.
EXCEL GREATER.
Rhea-Luz Valbuena

Microsoft Corporation’s Vice President for
Education Worldwide Mr. Anthony Salcito
interviewing APC Center Managing Director Ms.
Teresita Medado on APC’s Senior High School
Program.
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Since Asia
Pacific College’s
incorporation in 1991, the
IT courses remained as
its flagship program. In
early 2000s, the program
expanded to become
the School of Computer
Science and Information
Technology (SoCSIT) to
introduce the Bachelor
of Science in Computer
Science and reintroduce
the Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology.
Additional specializations
and elective tracks were
then offered to meet the
challenging and changing
industry requirements.
SoCSIT
introduced the ProjectBased Learning
Approach, commonly
known as
PBL, which led to
various recognitions from
accreditors, government,

industry and academe.
Highlights included
the students’ adopted
projects by their clients,
absorption rate from
internship and successes
in local and global
competitions.
As SoCSIT
continuously aims to set
innovative directions
in learning, the school
also aims to serve
the community with
technology and this time
with computing. It has
recently introduced the
BS Entertainment and
Multimedia Computing
(BS EMC). It added the
IT Business Analytics
track. Future plans
include the incorporation
of innovative computing
and various information
technology
approaches in learning
programming, systems

and app development.
All these new directions
show that the school
has evolved, grown and
expanded into a bolder
school of passionate
innovators, developers
and technopreneurs.
The RAMS are standing
higher. Hence, the
birth of the “School
of Computing
and Information
Technologies”, also
known as SoCIT.
Coined by Prof. Ernesto
Boydon, Assistant
Executive Director
and Program Head for
Computer Science, the
school’s tagline now
becomes “Expect More.
Experience Better. Excel
Greater”.
Join us in
this new chapter.

NEWS

Great Gaming
ATPhilippine

GAME FEST 2015
Dustin Noble

October 2
-3, 2015- The Game
Developers Association
of the Philippines
(GDAP) presented
the Philippine Game
Festival 2015 (PGF
2015 with the theme
“Beyond Reality” at
the Alphaland tent in
Makati City. Having
its own roster of game
developers and gaming
enthusiasts, APC joined
the festival by setting
up its own booth
and showcasing the
games developed by its
students.
People from
all around the metro
and other countries
gathered at the PGF
2015 to get a taste
of the best game
development studios
in the Philippines such
as the Synergy 88 and
Quickfire Games. The
event did not only
feature playing and
gaming, but also served
as a tool for business
and education.

APC students
who attended the
event learned a lot
from the talks about
the industry. Many
indie game developers
including our very
own Dr. Beatrice Lapa
attended in order to
discuss and learn more
about the current state
of the gaming industry
of the Philippines.
Other veterans talked
about how to easily
put yourself into the
industry and how
to make a name for
yourself or your
company. This was
accompanied by some
tutorials such as how
to effectively use the
game engines currently
on the market, how
to properly market a
game, and what type
of market to actually
target once you start
making games.
Indie game
developers also had
their own tricks to
share. They filled the
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students with ideas
and encouraged them
to deviate from the
norm. Through these
types of developers, the
industry has grown into
so much more than just
games and graphics,
but as a form of art
and a way to convey
emotions and messages
that would otherwise
be ineffective in any
other medium.
There were
also a ton of workshops
that taught more.
The BSIT-GD student
Ambassadors of
APC had a face-off
with other schools in
their game pitching
ideas and had an
amazing interschool
experience. Thanks
to the organizers,
coordinators and
sponsors, the event
ended on a great note
and everyone went out
with more friends and
more skills than when
they came in.

Local school
pa r t i c i pa t e s i n

Global Skype-a-thon
t o c e l e b r at e l e a r n i n g

without borders

03 December,
2015 - Makati City
- Senior High School
(SHS) students from
Asia Pacific College
(APC) joined Microsoft’s
recent global Skype-athon designed to connect
classrooms around the
world and showcase
how technology can be
used to enhance the
learning experience.
This class contributed
to the worldwide goal
for participants to travel
a collective one million
virtual miles, connecting
peers, experts and
experiences on all five
continents. Together,
the goal was surpassed
and three million virtual
miles were reached by
students and educators
around the world.
“The Skype-athon gave the students
an opportunity to learn
from the experts and
exemplars of success.
As a learning activity,
skype-a-thon made the
students appreciate

Cj Villanueva

the significant role of
technology in learning”
said Ryan Joy Dizon,
APC SHS coordinator.
As part of the
activity, educators were
asked to choose from
thousands of activities
including speaking
with an expert guest
speaker on a topic their
class is studying. They
could also choose to
take their class on a
virtual field trip. Skype
in the Classroom offers
these virtual trips that
spark imagination,
from learning about
sea turtles to exploring
cultural perspectives in
Western American art
- and nearly everything
in between. Educators
could also connect with
classrooms in other
countries with #Mystery
Skype, a global guessing
game that teaches kids
geography, promotes
cultural understanding
and broadens
perspectives.

“Today’s
educators must not
only impart skills
and knowledge, they
must play a key role in
developing students into
global citizens prepared
for a shifting workplace
and an increasingly
complex society,” said
Anthony Salcito, vice
president of Worldwide
Education, Microsoft.
“The global Skype-athon is one way that
we are working to help
many educators and
students take a major
step on that journey.”
The Senior
High School students
from APC participated
in the Skype-a-thon by
asking Anthony Salcito
and the expert guest
speaker on the necessary
work skills in the 21st
century, advice on
achieving success in life
and Microsoft’s latest
innovations for students.
For more information
visit Skypeathon.com
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APC Varsity Teams
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9th BIDA

On its third year (since 2013) vying for the BIDA Competition, the APC
Varsity Teams once again bagged major awards in the recently concluded 9th
Search for the Best Business Idea and Development Award (BIDA 2015) where three out
of the four APC teams/entries won major awards - First and Second Places for the Service
Category and Second Place for the Technology Category. The national competition was
participated in by a total of 63 entries from different colleges and universities in the country.   
Fifty-one entries got into the final judging where only 12 winners (3 winners for each of the 4
categories) were declared.
The APC Varsity Teams were composed of:
Group : RAMBLER (Travel/Tourism App) - 1st Place Award (Service
Category)
1. QUINTOS, Nikolai M. (BSIT)
2.  NARAGA, Leon Genaro J.  (BSA)
3. SAMSON, Carl Louie B. (BSIT)
4.  TAN, Michelle G.  (BSIT-MI)
5. MACAPOBRE, Marisol D. (BSBA-MA)
Group : e-BARKER (Mobile Transport Service App) - 2nd Place Award
(Service Category)
1. DIONISIO, Manolito G. (BSBA-BM)
2.  OCAMPO, Jan Denise I. (BSBA-MA)
3.  LEGASPI, Daniel John C. (BSA)
4.  MAALIHAN, Oscar Raphael (BSBA-MA)
5. LUMACTOD, Irene R. (BSBA-BM)
Group : LIFETAG (Mobile Tracking Device) - 2nd Place Award
(Technology Category)
1.  HIBALER, Jose Ricardo Milandro T.  (BSCS-DF)
2. MENDOZA, Kim Aldrin B. (BSA)
3. SANTOS, Nasia M. (BSCS-SS)
4.  CORONEL, Sheena Christine S. (BSCS-SS )
5. RUBIANES, Mary Rose C. (BSCS-SS)
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APC’s winning entries to BIDA 2015 are the following:
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consumers a mode of receiving data through their cellphones that easily
facilitate their commute. The app or SMS invention allows consumers
to message a server with regard to a request information on routes and
locations through bus travel depending on the commuter’s current
location and his or her destination.
LIFETAG Mobile Tracking Device (2nd Place, Technology
Category) - a product that could track the location of a Dementia patient
(initial scope) carrying it through a GPS system and notify relatives
and/or friends. The product can be a wearable device, taking the form
of a footwear, bracelet or other wearable merchandise. Along with the
product is a mobile application that will help the relatives and/or friends
track the whereabouts of the person wearing the product. There was
also be a web application that can serve as an alternative for tracking
the patient as well as manage personal information about the patient,
relatives/friends, and the device.
The other team from APC who also made it as one of the
finalists is the SOUY Hair-Inhibiting (Organic)  Deodorant for
the Non-Food Category which is an all-natural product that could
compete with mass-produced, chemical-based products in terms
of pricing and promised benefits.  The proposed business supports
the green advocacy thus using organic materials like soy beans
as the main ingredient of the product.  It would be the first in the
Philippines to manufacture and introduce an all-natural deodorant
with hair growth inhibitor feature.  The members of the “Souy” Team
are the following:
1. OLARTE, Monique M. (BSBA-TM)
2.  REYES, Arianne H. (BSBA-TM)
3. BRUTO, Nelly Rose C. (BSBA-MA)
4.  REGALA, Anne Louisse C.  (BSA)
Although barely a month of preparation was allotted for the
BIDA Varsity Team members this year, all four teams were able to
put their acts together and went through the usual hardworking and
polishing process under the guidance and direction of their Coach/
Adviser Ms. Alminda A. Dacoco, a faculty member of APC’s School
of Management. Interestingly, this year’s teams enjoined both the
School of Computing and Information Technologies (SoCIT) and
School of Management (SoM) students, where two of the winning
business ideas were born out of academic projects. The projects
involved a collaborative effort supported by various units and
members of the APC Community.

RAMBLER Travel/Tourism App (1st Place, Service Category) - a mobile
application platform for travelers that will facilitate Community-Based Tourism. The
mobile application offers a new channel that provides convenience and hassle-free
planning in going to the tourist destinations (urban and rural areas) for adventurous
travelers.

APC, in recognition of the winners, hosted a “Thanksgiving
Merienda Cena” for the BIDA 2015 winning teams with APC
President Dr. Paulino Tan, Executive Director for Student Services
Ms. Tata Medado, SoM Executive Director Ms. Vicki Nañagas,
Director for Student Affairs Mr. Argie Barrios, Faculty Members and
teams’ other mentors on October 26.

e-BARKER (Electronic Barker) Mobile Public Transport Service App (2nd
Place, Service Category) – a business idea that offers to provide commuters and

Truly, APC got what it takes – a venue for “real projects, real
learning” breeding “real bright ideas”!  

NEWS
APC TEAM BAGS 2ND PLACE IN
ESQUIRE FINANCING’S FUELING
THE DREAM 2015 COMPETITION
Mynne Dacoco

APC students are unstoppable in proving
that they are competitive, that we had once again added
another feather in our cap by taking home the 2nd Place
in the recent Esquire Financing’s “Fueling the Dream
2015” Business Model Competition during its Final Pitch
Presentation on December 05, 2015 held at the FPHC Hall
at the Asian Institute of Management (AIM) in Makati
City.  Ten (10) teams competed as finalists composed of
students from different colleges/universities and young
professionals with their new or existing business ventures.

The competition went through three stages of
qualifying and evaluating the entries until the finalists
were determined. The first round was the shortlisting
where teams were required to submit the Executive
Summary and a video presentation, the second round
entails the preparation and submission of the entries’
infographic, Business Model Canvas + Narrative. The third
round involves a poll of online FB votes for the entries
for the chosen finalists who made it to the Final Pitch
Presentation.

Our team was likewise considered as the 1st
Place in the Students’ Category and hailed as the Best
Pitch Presentation with their proposed business “Green
Footprint” which aims to redefine the casket industry
through organic, toxic-free caskets made out of woven
rattan and bamboo. Not only is it sustainable, it’s tatak
pinoy, and affordable as well.  (with inputs from the
Esquire Financing, Inc. FB Page).The APC Team’s Entry
Infographic as featured in the Esquire Financing, Inc. FB
Page.

The “Fueling the Dream” is a nationwide
competition which aims to gather university/college
students and young professionals who would like to
contribute to sustainable development through planning
socially and environmentally relevant ventures following
the Triple Bottom Line (People, Planet and Profit) Business
Model. It also wants to foster a culture of learning and
collaboration of entrepreneurs-to-be advocating inclusive
businesses and to promote the spirit of entrepreneurship
in the light of a business model competition. The
competition is organized and promoted by the Esquire
Financing, Inc. which is now on its second year.

APC Team Members:
1. BARRON, Patricia Lois D. (MA Student)
2. HERRERA, Michelle A. (MA Student)
3. DOMINGO, Ma. Yzabel  R.  (MA Student)
4. BUYCO, Rey, Jr., R.    (BSA Student)
Coach/Adviser: Ms. ALMINDA “Mynne” A. DACOCO
(Full-Time Faculty, School of Management)

Esquire Financing, Inc. believes that at the
core of the national progress is the development of local
businesses and entrepreneurs. They have been engaged
in financing SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) since
2011 and have recognized both the needs and potential of
entrepreneurs in the country.
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academic playing field.  
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APC DANCE COMPANY'S
CONQUEST YEAR OF PASSION
Asia Pacific College-Dance
Company (APC-DC) definitely ended
2015 with a bang as they grasped two
victories in two prestigious dance
competitions for intercollegiate dance
groups. A lot of competitors from big
colleges and universities tried to get
the trophy for their schools, but APCDC was well-off to show what they
really got.
APC-DC conquered the
big dome as they vied through the
Ego Supreme Crew Wars 2 where
thirteen dance groups competed.
The Ego Supreme Crew Wars 2
was organized by ACTS Events
Management in partnership with
Ego Jeans Philippines. This is an
annual competition where dance
groups from different high schools,
universities, and colleges all over
the country gather to outmatch each
other. APC-DC claims third place in
the Ego Supreme Crew Wars 2 in its
collegiate category last November 15,
2015 at Smart Araneta Coliseum. This
really shows that Bronze is the New
Gold for the Dance Group.

“It was plain pleasure to
see the word ‘suave’ come alive”
as one of the audience described
APC-DC’s performance. Trained and
conditioned to give their best at all
times, the group owned the stage and
they awed the crowd in their very first
performance in the Big Dome.
APC-DC also shared the stage with
two other best dance groups of the
night during the awarding: “Armada”
Dance Group of UE Caloocan and the
UP Diliman Streetdance Club which
were declared Champion and First
Runner-up respectively.
“The best word to describe our
journey for the Ego Supreme Crew
Wars was EXCELLENT. We may
have not been entitled as Champions,
but having people who cheered
and shouted their hearts out for us
was already a reward on its own.
It was overwhelming. Bagging the
third place won’t stop us to push
beyond our limits. Rather, we will
use it as our motivation to aim for

Chrisia Mae Rosco
& Kareen Gancio

EXCELLENCE in our upcoming
competitions.” Kenneth Rafanan,
APC-DC President tells the RAMpage.
The group was unstoppable
when graced with another victory.
The APC-DC passionately danced
through the 93.1 Rhythm Street
year 14 to defend their crown at
the Glorietta 2 Activity Center last
November 28, 2015. Eighteen schools
participated, but only three of them
received the victory. APC-DC may
not be this year’s champions but they
remained in the top three where they
were entitled as the 2nd runner-up
followed by the Power Impact from
PUP, 1st runner-up and FEUsion as
the 3rd runner-up, respectively.
APCDC continues to do their
utmost love and passion for dancing.
Our APC Community is always proud
of the company. May you maintain to
give honor to APC.

Team Cipher
hacks their way to
2nd Place

CJ Yucoco

Olivia Parian
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Asia Pacific College’s Team Cipher
won 2nd place in this year’s Cyber SEA
Games 2015 Philippine Finals which was
held last October 13, 2015 at the ICT Office
in Quezon City. The Cyber SEA (Southeast
Asian) Games is a Capture-the-Flag
competition organized by the Information
and Communications Technology (ICT)
and Department of Science and Technology
(DOST) wherein hacking teams from
various schools were invited to participate
in the competition.

Composed of Leirrand Christian
Ochotorena (BSCS-DF), Benjamin Rivera
(BSCS-CN), and Daniel Tagala (BSIT-IT)
together with their Adviser and Coaches
Mr. Jacob Catayoc (Programming) and Mr.
Justin David Pineda (Computer Security),
Team Cipher outwitted the rest and hacked
their way into 2nd Place.
When asked how they prepared
for the competition, Ochotorena tells The
RAMpage that though they did not know
what they were about to face, they prepared
by reviewing all the topics they tackled in

Information Security, Digital Forensics,
Operating Systems, and Programming. He
emphasized that “the subjects taught in our
courses were very helpful, though we still
need to improve on a lot of things in order
to give us more edge.”
Students from Polytechnic
University of the Philippines bagged the 1st
place and Mapua Institute of Technology
landed on 3rd place.
Congratulations to Team Cipher!

NEWS
APC CONDUCTS

SPECIAL TRAINING ON
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
FOR TEACHERS
Manny Calimlim

Dr. Manny Calimlim

The Commission on Higher
Education (CHED) has issued a
memorandum for a special training
program in business analytics under the
CHED faculty development program.
It is stated in the memorandum
that this program will focus on the
enablement of faculty members to teach
undergraduate and graduate courses
in Analytics, specifically for courses
under the Business Administration
and Information Technology with
a specialization track in Business
Analytics.
The training components include
trainers’ training (evangelists’ training),
training of teachers, and an online
analytics course.

Being a Center of Excellence in
Information Technology Education and
a pioneer in Business Analytics, Asia
Pacific College (APC) was appointed
by CHED as the delivering higher
institution (DHEI) for this special
training. On June 2015, APC started
the training of teachers for the courses
Fundamentals of Business Analytics
which was facilitated by Mr. Edwin
Loma and Fundamentals of Enterprise
Data Management facilitated by Dr.
Manuel Calimlim Jr.
Both courses were actively
participated by faculty members from
different Higher Education Institutions
namely: AMA College-Angeles, Asia
Pacific College, Ateneo de Naga

University, De La Salle - College of
St. Benilde, Far Eastern UniversityIT, Informatics College, Laguna
University, Lyceum of the Philippines
University-Manila, MAPUA Institute
of Technology, National University,
Tarlac State University, Technological
Institute of the Philippines-Q.C., Trace
College-Laguna, University of Negros
Occidental – Recoletos, and University
of Sto. Tomas. These teachers underwent
a rigid training on business analytics
through lectures, hands-on exercises,
case analysis and case studies. It was
indeed an honor for APC to be tapped as
the delivering institution for this kind of
training.

Pwersa rocked SM City Sucat
Juan Miguel Mabatas

October 17, 2015 - Members of
Asia Pacific College’s (APC)  Pwersa
competed in the Friendship Games 2015
held at SM City Sucat, Paranaque City.
This was the first Mixed Martial
Arts tournament of the month and a
debut for some of the representatives
of the school. With rigorous training,
dedication, and passion, they took home

medals in different weight categories.
Leandro Dalida won a gold
medal for the below 91-kg division and
a bronze in the absolute division. He
said that for this competition, he had to
lose weight but the experience was lifechanging especially that it was his debut
competition. Janrich Romero also won a
gold medal in his weight division.

The competition was definitely
challenging. Their adversaries were
formidable and well-experienced.
Despite the underdog impression, our
representatives did not back down, but
instead they showcased their skills in
various ways that others did not expect.
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SHS Head Presented APC’S

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
at the

1st

International
Graduate Students
Multidisciplinary Research

Joyce Ann Umali
Ms. Ryan Joy Dizon

November 12-13, 2015 – Asia Pacific

a basis for lifelong career opportunities”.

of data from

College (APC) Senior High School (SHS) coordinator
Ryan Joy J. Dizon attended the 1st International
Graduate

Students

Multidisciplinary

Research

Conference at L’Fisher Hotel, Bacolod City.

“It feels great when you see that many

the three groups of respondents, the study was able

researchers and practitioners get both fascinated

to determine that indeed Senior High School could

and enlightened by your study. In my case, many of

produce graduates who are equipped and prepared

the participants coming from the different parts of

for work.

The conference was organized by the

the Philippines hardly knew that Senior High School

Association of Southeast Asian Institutions of

Program has already produced graduates. As an

As of this day, seventy percent (70%) of

Higher Learning National Council of the Philippines

educator and a learner it is fulfilling to impart my

the first 3 batches of Senior High School graduates

(ASAIHL NCP) which aims to provide opportunities

learning experiences, successes and challenges to

are now working while the thirty percent (30%)

to graduate students and faculty members to

those who are still about to offer Senior High School

proceeded to college.

showcase their excellence in research and participate

in June 2016” said Dizon.

in discussions to develop collaborations across
different areas of discipline.

The APC Senior High School offers Service
Her paper talked about the challenges and

Management Program (SMP) which is a specialization

best practices of the program which were determined

under the IT and Business of CHED. The said

Dizon had the privilege to present her

through the perceptions and feedback of the pilot

program was designed by the IT-BPO industry and

paper “The Senior High School Program Early

Senior High students, school administrators and

was first introduced in Senior High at APC.

Implementation (2012-2015) in Asia Pacific College:

partner work industry of APC. Through triangulation

DUCK
COVER &
HOLD

An Earthquake Drill in

Brgy. Pinagsama
Joyce Ann Umali

10 October 2015 – Asia Pacific College
(APC) through the efforts of its Community Services

now that we must be prepared for the “Big One” said

Office (CSO) initiated an earthquake and fire drill

Brgy. Pinagsama chair Ma. Victoria Mortel-Balidoy

in its adopted community Forward Taguig Habitat

after the drill.

MRB Neighborhood Association Inc. (FTHMNA).
FTHMNA became an adopted community
The drill was facilitated by APC building

of APC through a Memorandum of Understanding

administrator Mr. Michael de Jesus. De Jesus

(MOU) signed by APC President Dr. Paulino Y.

together with other members of APC emergency

Tan and FTHMNA President Ms. Mary Grace G.

response team shared basic information on what to

Lavapie last August 3, 2015. The agreement states

do before, during and after an earthquake to FTHMA

that APC will provide programs and services based

residents. The residents actively participated in the

on the needs of the community provided that

drill by doing the life-saving duck-cover -hold moves

they fall under the following areas: a. health and

and even had a hands-on experience on how to dose

sanitation, b. educational services, c. social services,

fire using a fire extinguisher.

d. spiritual services, and e. livelihood program. On
the other hand, FTHMNA residents are expected to

“It is very important that our residents have
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Joyce Ann Umali

basic knowledge on risk reduction, especially

actively participate in the activities of APC in their
community.

NEWS

SOM:

CHANTS AND CHEERS
BM151
TM151

CJ Villanueva

MA151

Paulo Dinsay

Five blocks from different courses
of the School of Management (SoM)
competed against each other; singing and
cheering on top of their lungs as the SoM:
Cheers and Chants was held last October
07 at the Multipurpose Hall 1 (MPH1).

The event started with a performance
from AC151 followed by AC152 and the last
three performers were BM151, MA151, and
TM151. They all gave grand performances
but of course, only three blocks will win.
The judges were English Resource Center
(ERC) Head, Ms. Eliz Reyes, Business
Administration Program Director Mr.
Manuel Magbuhat and Student Activities
Office (SAO) Head Ms. Kareen Gancio.

In the end, the victorious blocks
were BM151 as the 2nd runner up followed
by TM151 who ended up as the 1st runner
up, and bringing home the bacon was
MA151.
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October 26, 2015 was a remarkable
date for the APC community, specifically for
a certain school. The School of Accountancy
and Business Business (SoAB) is now the
School of Management (SoM).

Aside from the change in
name, it is also the start of the SoM
Week. A week-long celebration
wherein several organizations
prepared events to educate

DAY 1 (OCTOBER 26)

SoM
and entertain the whole SoM
community.

is the new

Halloween Horror
Movie Marathon

Organized by the Student
Organization Association of Regents
(SOAR), the SoM Week started with
an opening ceremony at the APC
Parking Lot. SoM students gathered
to witness a performance from the
APC Dance Company (APCDC) and
the introduction of this year’s Mr.
and Ms. SoM Candidates.

In line with the
Halloween season, the Tourism
Management Society (TMSoC)
organized a horror movie
marathon with free food and
drinks. Movies: Amityville
Horror, Hills have Eyes, and Evil
Dead were shown from 1:30 pm
to 7:30 pm.

CJ Villanueva
Jenna Viduya

Ad IQ Year 4

DAY 2 (OCTOBER 27)

SoM Fair
Organizations under the School
of Management, namely, TMSoC,
APJMA, JPIA, and BMAG set up their
own unique booths inside the school’s
cafeteria. Its purpose was to introduce
their organizations to all the students,
faculty members, and visitors in APC.
These booths also served as a tool of the
organizations to let people know about
their upcoming events for the ongoing
SoM Week. A few games were also held
to entertain students.
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Selected pairs of students
from each courses battled in a quiz
of guessing advertisements, which
included logos, taglines, campaigns,
and many more. The quiz was divided
into three rounds: Easy, Average and
Difficult, where only the top 3 pairs
were left to play for the final round.
In the end, Aziza Janzel Gerente &
Cristina Cervantes of Carebears and
Emmanuel Linggas & Gile Cabison
of Two 5 won the 2nd and 3rd places
respectively. Team Witty, which
consists of Leon Genaro Naraga & Rey
Buyco Jr. were hailed as the champions
of this APJMA-organized event.

Faculty Bluff
Inspired by GMA’s famous
comedy gameshow, Celebrity Bluff,
APJMA made their own adaptation of
the show called Faculty Bluff. It had the
same mechanics as the gameshow but
instead of having celebrities, faculty
members namely Mr. Marco Lindog,
Ms. Alminda Dacoco, and Engr. Sergio
Peruda Jr. served as the bluffers.
Louella Warne & Claire Seagan
represented TM; Franmar Pacheco &
Dawn Demegilio

CJ Yucoco

NEWS

Mr. and Ms. SoM

DAY 5 (OCTOBER 30)
Pauline Saballo &
Krystelle Arenas

Patibayan Challenge ‘15

SoAB
DAY 3 (OCTOBER 28)
Citi-Caravan
One of the top banks in the
world – Citibank together with APC’s
Career Placement Office (CPO) held
an in-campus job fair for APC
graduates to jumpstart their careers.

A Seminar on
Cultural Diversity
in Business
Two guest speakers
inspired SoM students in a seminar
on Cultural Diversity organized by
the Business Management Group
(BMAG).

Several volunteers from different
management courses took the challenge of
eating bizarre food like pancit canton mixed
with oil or roasted calamansi while holding
a string. Dash Explorers, Noah Bendijo and
Korinache Bello remained the strongest in
the challenge and earned the grand prize of
PHP 1,500.00. The event was hosted by Vince
Ricafrente and was organized by the Explorer’s
Club.

RUNNING MAN
Held at the Multi-Purpose 1
(MPH1) Business Management Group
(BMAG) prepared a SoM version of famous
South Korean variety game show, the
Running Man. Eight groups of students
faced different challenges per floor, and the
group who first completed all the challenges
was declared as the winner. The group from
BS Accountancy won and received a cash
prize worth Php 1,000.

Champion
(Yellow team) Accountancy
Allona Aguirre,
Ivy Dimaculangan,
Regine Suniga, Kristine
Culanay, Emmanuel Apolinario
and Rosemae Gatilogo

The first speaker was Mr.
Gabe Quimbo from Alveo Company,
who introduced the advantages and
importance of Cultural Diversity.
He talked about the differences and
compared the languages of various
countries, cultures, and traditions.

2nd place

The weeklong celebration
ended with the most anticipated
event, the Mr. and Ms. SoM wherein
candidates showed off their beauty
and wit to become the next Mr. and
Ms. SoM 2015.

SOM NIGHT
Organized by the Tourism Management
Society (TMSoc), the SoM Night was the highlight
of the second to the last day of the SoM Week
celebration. Hosted by APC Speaks, the SoM Night
was held at the APC Cafeteria. The night was filled
with live performances from the APC Dance Company
(APCDC), D.J. Tony Castle, D.J. Elkan P, and D.J.
Delro.
The event also served as an awards night
as TMSoc announced the winners of the Photo
Competition entitled “Philippine Controversies:
Catching People Unaware” which advocates change
through technology.

1st place

(Violet team) Accountancy
Je Paul Monajan,
Christine Joy De Leon,
Jovelyn Bagasbas, Febe
Alimodian, Roxanne Abordo
and Aileen Lantong
2nd Place (Red team)
Business Management
Avery Datukon,
Caresse Aparri, Jieuvir
Cenabre, Romeo Nemeno
and Nathanael Talatala.

The winners were:
1st Place – Kevin Balisalisa (ECE 141)
2nd Place – Cherith Joy Yucoco (ABMA 131)
3rd Place – Athena Mata (BM 142)
Event Management Class of TM 131 and 132
also took the opportunity to announce the winners
of the “TMysteries: A Family’s Secret” an escape
challenge held last October 26.
The winners were:
1st Place – Chocolately Buddies (Andrae
Recuenco, Christian Munoz, Jan Mil,
Mariane Viray, and Pamela Gatdula)
2nd Place – Gemini (Alyssa Alcantara,
Caresse Aparri, Inah Barcebal, Joey
Hernandez, and Shaira Lopez)
3rd Place – Fockers (Jefferson Cruz Jr., Mark
Cayaban, Alfonso Roldan, Trixia Carbon, and
Zhorla Espiritu)
TMSoc also gave recognition and awarded
the best dressed student of the night who was Claire
Seagan.The students did not only enjoy the food,
drinks, and photo booth but also made new friends.

The second guest speaker
was Ms. Evelyn Salagubang from
Banco De Oro (BDO). Her talk
focused on the HR Department,
wherein she gave an overview of its
functions and responsibilities. The
information she gave out helped
aspiring managers, by getting to
know how to handle and adjust on
different cultures  while  working in
other countries.

Cyber security awareness:
Awareness on the digital highway
The ITAUDIT class of AC121/AC122/AC123
under Mr. Osler T. Aquino invited P/Supt Elbert
Flores Pagente to talk cyber security.
To prevent cybercrimes, Mr. Pagente listed a few tips
which students can do to secure their online accounts.

DAY 4 (OCTOBER 29)

1. Maximize privacy settings – social media websites
such as Facebook and Twitter has options where the
privacy settings can be maximized.

Maylyn Santos

Clash of Courses
Asia Pacific College - Junior Philippine
Institute of Accountants (APC - JPIA) organized
this year’s SoM Quiz Whiz. The top three
contestants who were able to answer the most
number of questions are the following:
Leon Genaro Naraga 1st Place (Accountancy)
Avery Datukon 2nd Place (Business Management)
Clifford Cruz 3rd Place (Accountancy).

2. Change your password – do not use birthdates,
names, or anything connected to your oblivious and
personal information.
3. Shortened links – it can sometimes hide bugs and
viruses. Better use an “https” address for extra layers
of protection.
4. Use different password for each account you have
to keep your passwords secret. Never share them
with other people.
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December 21-22, 2015 was a memorable experience
for the School of Management (SoM) freshmen students
as they participated in the Public Speaking Competition,
Ignite Speech, and Speech Choir conducted at the Asia
Pacific College Auditorium. Business Management, Tourism
Management, Accountancy, and Marketing and Advertising
students gathered together in this wonderful event to
showcase all the hard work they had done to prepare for this
monumental event.

written and spoken, the content of each speech relays to an
emotional experience of the speakers.
The next day was dedicated for the Ignite and
Speech Choir competitions. Participating blocks and
representatives worked so hard to prepare for their
presentations and speeches. The Ignite speakers were first
to present followed by a speech choir staging the piece,
“At Christmas by Edgar Albert Guest.” Each section and
speaker displayed professional speaking prowess. After
the deliberation of the judges, the following victors are
announced.

The Public Speaking competition was held on
December 21. With the theme “Idolization of Celebrities”,
finalists from the elimination round presented their out of
the box point of views about the timely topic. Beautifully

Public

SoM

TAKES OVER THE ENGLISH TERM

Rafael Ramos
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Champion –
1st runner up – MA151
2nd runner up – AC151
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CONSTELLATION: Aligning Directions

Mr. and Ms. SoM 2015
Chrisia Mae Rosco
The glamorous and shining stars from different courses
of what is now known as the School of Management (SoM)
showed off their beauty and brains at the APC Auditorium last
October 30 (Friday). This year’s theme is “Constellations” which
symbolizes the connection between the various courses which
unites the SoM family.
The crowd was vigorously energized by hosts Erika
Bandong and Adrian Santos from APC Speaks. Sixteen
contestants ferociously and elegantly faced the crowd and
showcased their confidence. The APC-DC joined the candidates
with a production number while wearing their grunge theatre
casual outfit. The audience also applauded as the APC Strings
serenaded everyone as the candidates paraded in their formal
wear. After presenting their various attires, the top 6 was
chosen by the judges namely: Mr. June Macasaet, Ms. Carlyn
Puyot, and Ms. Verna Villacorta.
Former Mr. and Ms. SoAB 2014, Joshua Adato and
Michelle Herrera had their farewell walk before announcing
the winners. Finally the time has come, Karyll Lapuz and
Jennah Rose Cruz of Marketing and Advertising were crowned
as Mr. and Ms. SoM 2015. It was then followed by 1st Runner
- Ups Jamilah Pecayo (Tourism Management) and Clark
Malon (Business Management) and 2nd Runner-ups Debbie
Dimaunahan (Tourism Management) and Latrell Sombilon
(Accountancy). This year’s pageant was sponsored by Careline,
Ever Belena, Blackwater, Dairy Queen,
Tupperware Brands and B & S Online Shop.

Mr. & Ms.

Christian Lloyd Adriano
Portia Fajardo

People’s

Latrell Sombilon
Crislet Anne Bantegui

Congeniality
CHOICE AWARD

Mr.
Ms. Careline
Black
Water

Karyll Lapuz
Jamilah Pecayo

Mr. & Ms.

Karyll Lapuz
Paula Andrea Veslino

Best in

Clark Malon
Debbie Dimaunahan

Photogenic

THEME WEAR
Best in

Latrell Sombilon
CASUAL WEAR Debbie Dimaunahan
Karyll Lapuz
FORMAL WEAR Portia Fajardo
Best in

The success of the event was made possible by the head
facilitator, Junior People Management Association of the
Philippines-APC Chapter (JPMAP-APC), in collaboration with
Bahay Bombilya, JPCS, PsychSoc, and other SoM organizations.

Karyll Lapuz
Jem Yucoco

Mr. SoM 2015
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Wainwright Rubia Jr.
Every academic year there comes a time when
every School of Engineering (SoE)student can take a
break from their endless projects and hectic schedules.
That time is none other than the SoE Week which was celebrated last December 1-4. SoE Week consists of various
competitions which tests the non-academic skills of Computer Engineering (CpE) and Electronics and Communications (ECE) students. Each event has its corresponding
points which can be earned by each block depending on
the results of the events. The events were headed by the
organizations within the SoE department namely the
Association of Computer Engineering Student (ACES) and
the Society of Electronics Engineering Students (SEES).
The theme for this year’s SoE Week is Fast Eng Furious:
Engineers of the Fast Future.The points for the events
was divided into 4 groups depending on the place of the
participants of the events: First, Second, Third, and Consolation points. Each block is assigned a Team Color for
the whole SoE week which are as follows: CpE 151- White,
CpE 141- Black, CpE 131- Maroon, CpE 121- Gray, CpE
Terminal- Green; ECE 151- Pink, ECE 141- Yellow, ECE
131- Blue, ECE 121- Violet and ECE 111/Terminal- Brown.

Jem Yucoco

Flag Design/Emblem – SEES, 30-20-10-5
The emblems serve as a representation of the
block. By then end of the SoE week, the emblem of the
best block will be displayed at the 8th floor.The emblems
per block were revealed by a representative of each block.
The criteria for judging are 30% for Creativity, 50% for
Relevance to the Theme, 10% for Block Representation
(colors) and 10% for Neatness. The judges were Engr.
Stanley Brucal, Engr. Alain Rañola and Engr. Leonardo
Samaniego Jr.The emblem of ECE 131 won 1st place, ECE
141 won 2nd place and ECE 121 won 3rd place.

The events and the details are as follows.

CheerENG – SEES, 25-20-15-7

SoE Fun Run – ACES, 20-15-10-5

Formerly called the Twist ENG Shout, the
CheerENG is where each block performs to represent
themselves. The criteria for judging are 40% for Yell and
Dance, 30% for execution, 20% for Props/Materials/
Costumes and 10% for the Overall Impact. The judges
were Mr. Orlando Tiangco, Engr. Eugene Embalzado Jr.
and Engr. Leonardo Samaniego Jr.

The Fun Run was the first event which marked
the start of the SoE week. Each participant must
complete the course of three laps along Barangay
Magallanes and at the beginning and end of each lap they
must present their fun run cards which will be signed
by an officer of ACES. Jannuel Apostol from ECE 141
was declared as the champion with a cash prize of P500.
Following him was Rey Amada form CpE 121 who won
P300 and the 2nd Runner-up was Joey Seidel CpE 121
who went home with P200.

Opening Ceremony
The Opening Ceremony of the SoE week was held
immediately after the Fun Run at the Parking Lot and at
the MPH1. It consists of four consecutive events the Flag
Design/Emblem Revealing, the CheerENG, the SingEng
Bee and the Food Trip Eng. Prior to these events, the
ramp of the SoE Model candidates took place.
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The winners of the CheerENG event are ECE 141
for 1st place, ECE 121 for 2nd place and ECE 131 for 3rd place.

ENG-ENG – SEES, 20-15-10-5
ENG-ENG is a new event introduced by SEES. It
follows the concept of the Amazing Race wherein a team
of five to ten members per block had to travel to stations
located in various rooms on the 8th floor. The score was
determined by how fast they could finish the challenges
and should a tie occur, their time would be considered.
ECE 131 emerged the champion followed by ECE
121 who won 2nd place and lastly CpE 121 attained 3rd
place.

Food Trip Eng – SEES, 20-15-10-5 and
SingEng Bee – ACES, 10-7-5-3
After the CheerENG, the students then
proceeded to the MPH1 for the ribbon cutting and the
Food Trip Eng.
The Food Trip Eng is a competition
wherein food combinations and cooking skills are put to
the test. A new part which was introduced this SoE Week
was the Sandwich Making Challenge. Similar to the show
Masterchef, contestants were given one minute and 30
seconds to collect ingredients but the twist was that they
had to get the ingredients using a spoon. Afterwards they
were given three minutes to make the sandwich. The
criteria for judging are 30% for Plating, 50% for the Taste,
15% for Punctuality and 5% for Cleanliness.
Aside from the judges, each block will share their
dishes with other blocks as part of the Food Trip Eng.
The Food Trip Eng occurs simultaneously with
the SingEng Bee contest. The SingEng Bee is a block vs.
block singing contest with one pair per block. The songs
cannot be repeated and acapella music is not allowed. The
performance should not last more than five minutes.
In the end the dish of ECE 141 was declared as
the 1st place followed by ECE 121 and lastly CpE 151 won
the 3rd place.While the pair that won the SingEngBee
was from ECE Terminal followed by CpE 121 and CpE
Terminal.

ENGmisteryo – ACES, 25-20-15-7
ENGmisteryo is another new event introduced by
ACES. Similar to ENG-ENG, it follows the concept of the
Amazing Race but this time, only five members who
belong to either ECE or CpE per batch. In other words,
it is a merged competition. The event consists of each
team being placed in a different room with the same set
of riddles to answer per level within a given time limit.
Should a team fail to answer the riddle, they would be
automatically eliminated. The merged team of ECE and
CpE 121 bagged the 1st place. They were followed by ECE
and CpE 141 who got 2nd place and ECEand CpE 131 who
got the 3rd place.

NEWS
F.E.T (Fast Eating Tournament) – SEES, No points
for this event
F.E.T is an event wherein one representative
per block will attempt to eat a large amount of mystery
food within five minutes. To prevent choking, water was
provided for the contestants.
The representative who had an iron stomach was
from ECE 151 followed by ECE 141 and not far behind was
CpE 121.

Bet on Your BAEby – SEES, 15-10-5-3
Following the mechanics of the
gameshow from which it obtained its name, it involves a
family who will let their child go through various
challenges. The family wins if their child finishes
exactly or more than the number of challenges which the
parents will bet on. This bet represents the number of
challenges which the parents think their child can win.
For the Bet on Your BAEby, three students per block
would represent the family consisting of a mother, father
and a baby. The challenges are as follows: Tower of cards,
jack stones, doing the jump rope 10 times
without failing, completing a jigsaw puzzle,
bouncing a ball into a cup and solving a maze on
paper. ECE 151 was the block who won 1st place
followed by ECE 121 for 2nd place and CpE 121 for 3rd
place. There were also special awards given to
selected participants which are: Best Baby – Monica Cho,
Best Mommy- Mae Solomon, Best Daddy – James Ramos
and the block who won Best Family was CpE 141.

ENGkwentro – SEES, 50-30-20-10 ENGsmash –
ACES, 5-4-3-2, Now ShowENG – ACES, 30-20-10-5
and That’s My BAE – SEES, 10-7-5-3
The ENGkwentro is the talent show event of SoE
Week conducted at the APC Auditorium wherein each
block has to perform onstage any act of their choosing
which is related to the theme of the current SoE Week and
engineering. Each performance must last for a maximum
of eight minutes. Should a block exceed the time limit, the
lights and sound system will be turned off. There will be a
deduction of points if the required number of
participants are not met. The criteria for judging are 30%
for Entertainment, 25% for Creativity, 20% for Relevance
to the Theme, 15% Mastery and 10% Overall Impact.
Before each ENGkwentro presentation, the
ENGsmash and Now ShowENG submissions per block
were shown. ENGsmash is a competition wherein
students may submit their own dubsmash video. There is
no limit on how many submissions each block can make.
Each video will be judged based on these criteria: 35%
for Audience Impact, 35% for Creativity and 30% for the
Number of Participants/Submissions.
The Now ShowENG on the other hand is a
competition wherein each block is required to submit
a certain type of video. For this year, each block has to
submit a music video related to engineering and must
show at least half of the members of the block to be
considered as an entry. The criteria for judging are 30%
for Relation to Engineering, 15% for Entertainment
Factor, 30% for Creativity, 10% for Video and
Audio Quality and 15% for Facebook likes.

The That’s My BAE pageant is a new
pageant introduced by SEES and it is similar to the Make
Me a SoE Model in some aspects. What sets the two
pageants apart would be that the participants are all
men.
The judges for That’s My BAE and ENGkwentro
were Ms. Mary Kareen Gancio, Ms. Dana Faith Jorquia,
Mr. John Engelbert Quintana, Mr. Rafael Jerome
Yadao and Mrs. Ryan Joy Dizon. While the judges for the
ShowENG and ENGsmash were Engr. Eugene Embalzado
Jr., Engr. Leonardo Samaniego Jr. and Engr. Sergio
Peruda Jr.
The winner of the ENGkwentro was CpE 121
followed by ECE 131 and ECE 141. While the block who
won the ENGsmash was CpE 121 followed by CpE 131 and
ECE 121. The block whose music video became engraved
in the memories of the SoE community was that of ECE
121 followed by ECE 131 and ECE 141.
The host for these event was Mr. Vincent Ricafrente.

Price isn’t That Right – SEES, No points for this
event
Similar to the game show The Price is Right,
contestants have to guess the total price of the goods
shown and add that to the answer of a math problem to
be displayed. There will be one participant per block and
if a player guesses a price lower than or close to the actual
price, he will then proceed to the stage and will wait for
two more contestants. Once three contestants are onstage,
there will be a roulette spin and whoever lands
closest to P1 will proceed to the final round and the
process repeats itself until four players make it to the final
round. Should a player guess the exact price or land a P1
on the roulette spin, he gets a special prize.

Wet-ENG – ACES, 25-20-15-7
Similar to the laser tag game we see in
amusement parks and malls where players have to hit
their opponents, WetENG however has some differences
because participants use water guns with colored water
against their opponents. During the five minutes of the
game, ACES officers will join the battleground to attack
the players. The winners were determined based on the
points gathered by the whole team. After series of wet
battles, the 121 batch emerged victorious followed by the
Terminals who won 2nd Place and the batch of 131 ranked
3rd.

ActENG Time – SEES, 15-10-5-3
Another new event introduced in this year’s
SoE Week is the ActENG Time. The event consists of
five players per block who will reenact the scene to be
shown to them after five minutes of preparation. Each
block will be judged based on their Actions, Speaking,
Props/Materials and Overall Impact. The judges for the
performances were Engr. Einstein Yong, Engr. Antoniette
Illahi and Engr. Sergio Peruda Jr.
The winning block was ECE 121 followed by CpE
121 and lastly ECE 141.

ENG Bluff – SEES, No points for this event
Another new event introduced by SEES, the ENG
Bluff follows the mechanics of the gameshow Celebrity
Bluff wherein three players per block have to go through
two rounds called “Believe Me or Not” and “Word War.”
Believe Me or Not pits the players against three
professors who will give clues or ideas about a certain
topic and it’s up to the players to determine whether the
professor they chose is bluffing or telling the truth.

The final round also consists of guessing the
price except this time, there will be more goods and no
more math problems. ECE 131 emerged victorious in this
event.

Word War is the segment wherein a jumbled
word will be presented to the contestants and the
professors will give clues which may either be true or false
and the first group to guess correctly, gains a point.

60 Sec-ENG – ACES, 10-7-5-3

The block who best perceived through the
statements of the professors was ECE 121 followed by ECE
131 and CpE 121.

This event follows the concept of the Minute to
Win It gameshow wherein players have to go through five
different levels and clear each one within one minute.
Each level has a corresponding point system and whoever
gains only 0-1 points by the end of the second round is
eliminated. Each block should have two representatives
who will participate.
After a series of challenges, the block of ECE 121
emerged as the champion.

Make Me a SoE Model Season 7 – ACES, 20-1510-5
The highlight of the SoE Week would be none
other than the SoE Model pageant where weeks of
photoshoots and practices will finally bear fruit. (Read
SoE Model article.)

SoE Night
SoE Night is the final event of the SoE Week
where the awarding of the best block takes place along
with the announcement of winners for other events. SoE
students were given the chance to party the night away
before they go back to their daily lives.
The placing of each block are as follows: CpE
Terminal - 10th Place, ECE Terminal - 9th Place, CpE 141
- 8th Place, CpE 131 - 7th Place, CpE 151 - 6th Place, ECE
151 - 5th Place, ECE 141 - 4th Place, ECE 131 - 3rd Place,
ECE 121 - 2nd Place and the best block is CpE 121.
Before ending the event, an encore performance
from the ENGkwentro winner – CpE 121 was performed.
This time without a time limit.
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Make Me a SoE Model:
R O Y A L

December 03, 2015
– The most awaited event
of the week, the Make
Me a SoE Model has
arrived. With the theme
“Royal Supremacy,” the
pageant held at the APC
Auditorium.
The event began
with a prayer followed by
the national anthem and
performances from

To sum it all up, former Make Me a SoE
Model 2014 winners Mark Martin Pituc and Frances
Louise Castro walked on stage with their crowns
for the last time to crown the new Mr. and Ms.
SoE Model 2015 Julian Lisaca of ECE 131 and Kim
Gabrielle Justimbaste of CpE 121.
This event was made possible by the
Association of Computer Engineering Students
(ACES), headed by Jazmine Claire Calma, under
the supervision of their adviser, Ms. Toni Illahi.
The event was supported by the following sponsors:
ACES, Everbilena, Blackwater and Red Bull.

Ralph Miguel Reyes
Hannia Ditano

Second Runner up
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the APC Grand Chorale and APC Dance Company
(APCDC). As the Chorale and APCDC performed,
the candidates took the stage and showed off their
theme and casual attires. The auditorium was
filled with sophistication from the contestants
when they took another walk along with music by
the APC Strings wearing their formal attire. All
the candidates were judged based on their ramp,
photoshoots, and their presence by esteemed judges
namely, SAO Head Ms. Kareen Gancio, External
Relations Director and Alumni Affairs Head Ms.
Joei Minglana, and APC Senior High School
Coordinator Ms. Ryan Dizon .

First Runner up

Krystelle Arenas

Marlo Polido
Doreen Cajanding

Pin-up shot

Paul Allyster Carcasona
Doreen Cajanding

Theme wear

Marlo Polido
Kim Gabrielle Justimbaste

Formal wear

Julian Lisaca
Shella Mae Manongsong

Casual wear

Marlo Polido
Kim Gabrielle Justimbaste

Gold & Silver

Ralph Miguel Reyes
Shella Mae Manongsong

SPECIAL AWARDS
Gold & Silver
Mr. and Ms.
Congeniality

Ralph Miguel Reyes
Shella Mae Manongsong
Phee Jay Lumbres
Doreen Cajanding

Mr. Blackwater

Ralph Miguel Reyes

Ms. Everbilena

Veronica Gubatan

NEWS

WHERE
REGIONSMeet:
MEET:
Where Regions
Cinema Rehiyon takes on APC
Olivia Parian

Not everyone is aware
that there are films produced in
different parts of the Philippines
called Regional Cinema. To
shed light to these films, Cinema
Rehiyon together with the National
Commission for Culture and the
Arts (NCCA) worked together to
showcase new and past regional
films  that varied from different
genres through Cinema Rehiyon:
Reloaded 2015 a film event
traveling around the Philippines
giving out free screenings to
different institutions including  
Asia Pacific College (APC)
As part of their destinations
in Manila, representatives from
Cinema Rehiyon and NCCA came
to APC last December 11, 2015 to
hold a Free Screening of Regional
Films for APC students at the
Auditorium. The screening was
attended by APC students and
High School students from Ramon
Magsaysay High School Manila,
Lakan Dula High School Manila,
Las Piñas National High School,
Jose Fabella Memorial School, and
Mariano Marcos Memorial High
School attended and the other in
the afternoon.
The event started off
with an the opening remarks
from Student Activities Office

Head (SAO) Ms. Kareen Gancio,
followed by an introduction about
what regional cinema is by NCCA
Cultural Officer Ms. Bernadette
David.
The line-up of films
screened included “Julie” from
Cebu, award winning short
film “Wawa” from Rizal, and
documentary “Baril Ni Polding Na
Way Polbora” from Davao.
Both students and faculty enjoyed
the films. As for an added treat,
Derick Mojica, the Location
Manager of the film Wawa came
to the event to talk a little about
their film, as well as answer the
questions the audience asked.
Cinema Rehiyon also gave away
shirts to the lucky students who
were able to answer the questions
they have asked.
The success of the first
Cinema Rehiyon screening
would not be possible without
the cooperation of the SAO,
NCCA, and Cinema Rehiyon
representatives Ms. Madelyn
Garcia, Mr. Jerome Dulin, Ms.
Mylene Mamalias, and Mr. Arby
Duero.
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PACSA
NCR Midterm

NEWS

Convention
2015

Jazmine Calma

Nine student leaders, together with Student Activities Office
(SAO) Head, Ms. Kareen Gancio, headed to Lola Corazon Leisure Farm in
Candaba, Pampanga last August 7, 2015 to participate in the 3-day midyear
convention hosted by PACSA-NCR.

Flickers

Friday
August 7, 2015

Friday

The delegates was welcomed by National President
of PACSA, Dr. Henry Magat who explained that the theme for
this year’s midyear convention is: “Putting the pieces together:
#TayoAngSolusyon.” This aims to inspire campus advisers and student leaders to be modern-day leaders and to promote change.
Keynote Address:
After the welcoming remarks from Dr. Magat, the emcees
introduced the keynote speaker, Dr. Tereso Tulao. His topic was
about the characteristics of a leader and the concepts of leadership.
He told the delegates that leaders are visionaries who
promote change and motivate others. A leader should also be
knowledgeable about his duty, should lead his members by showing
them what to do instead of giving orders, having fair judgement,
giving compliments rather than expecting compliments, and to be
able to acknowledge his mistakes as a leader. He also discussed two
problems with leadership: (1) a leader may not do his job wholeheartedly and (2) a person’s leadership may be temporary or it may
only serve as his pastime.
“Mahalaga ang edukasyon hindi lamang sa pagbigay ng
trabaho, kundi pati pananaliksik.”
– Dr. Tereso Tulao

August 8, 2015

Saturday

Good Governance and Ethical Leadership:
The 3rd and last resource speaker of the midyear convention
was Former Pampanga Governor Fr. Eduardo “Ed” Panlilio. His topic
focused on good governance and ethical leadership.
He told the delegates that for him, a corruptor has a torn or
damaged heart and that corruption does not have any transparency
and accountability. He also added that there is corruption in churches
and student councils. That corruption becomes our second nature
which starts from the heart. He encouraged the delegates to get out
of their comPPfort zones, to make a difference, and to think about the
importance of every word they say.

Ethical Leadership,
Inclusive Leadership:

Friday

After the keynote address of Dr. Tulao, the program
proceeded with the 1st resource speaker, a sociologist, lecturer and
researcher from the University of Sto. Tomas, Dr. Clarence Batan.
His topic focused on ethical and inclusive leadership.
He said that society is organized by food and it is a
sociological phenomenon. With relevance to this, he used the Nipa
Hut as an example to show as proof on how culturally constructed
it is. He added that there are different tastes or desires in a society
and that ethics must be considered when it comes to being a leader.
“Ang mga tumutuligsa ay tao din na nangngangailangan ng pagunawa”
– Dr. Clarence Batan

Impact of Social Media
on Leadership:

Friday

The 2nd resource speaker of the first day of the convention
was ABS-CBN News Reporter, Ms. Jing Castañeda-Velasco. She
discussed about the role of campus journalists and mentors in
promoting change and the role of social media in today’s society.
According to Ms. Velasco, there are dangers in posting lies.
She discussed that the opportunities are limitless when it comes to
the future of the media industry, which leaders could use to make a
difference as long as its execution is done correctly. She reminded the
delegates that public information is equal to public service and that
they should keep in mind that as leaders, they should voice out their
perspectives in their advocacies.
“Hindi natin alam kung ano ang mararating ng ating mga FB posts.”
– Ms. Jing Castañeda-Velasco

August 9, 2016

Sunday

Teambuilding and Student Competitions:

Community Involvement:

Before formally starting the teambuilding activities and
student competitions, the Top Ten Outstanding Students of the
Philippines were introduced.Five delegates from APC participated in
the various student competitions which was conducted by PACSA-NCR.
Mr. Leirrand Ochotorena, President of APC-AISEC, won 1st place in the
extemporaneous speech contest with the topic “The Role of a Student
Leader in Solving Problems in the Society”.

It was a rainy Sunday morning when the delegates headed
to a school in Bamban, Tarlac to participate in the community
involvement activity. After reaching the school, the delegates were
welcomed by the Aetas, who performed a ritual before proceeding
with the activities. A delegate from Manila Central University (MCU)
and winner of the Singing Contest headed by PACSA-NCR, Jeremiah
Virtudazo, sang “Habang May Buhay” at the welcoming ceremony.
Each participating school went to classrooms to get to know the
children wherein the delegates shared something about themselves
as well. Before finally leaving the area and ending the midyear
convention, the Aetas performed another ritual wherein the delegates
from the participating schools joined in.

For the teambuilding activities, the Top Ten Outstanding Students of the
Philippines explained that the teambuilding activities would be similar
to “The Amazing Race.” Though it wasn’t a team competition since the
goal was to develop camaraderie among students from different colleges
and universities. There were eight (8) activities that each team must
accomplished  despite their differences.
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MOBILIZING MILLENNIALS AS

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE PROSUMERS
Paulo Howard Dinsay

Michelle Magpantay

November 25, 2015 - The RAMpage presented
a seminar entitled “Mobilizing Millennials as Socially
Responsible Prosumers.” To start up the program,
Publications Head and SAO Head, Ms. Kareen Gancio
gave the opening remarks. Afterwards, two short films
were shown, the first challenges the notion of democracy
in the country, while the second one suggests we think
again. The first video was produced by an individual
who claims he is a mere concerned citizen, while the
second was done by an organization who advocates for
investigative journalism.

Her presentation was very profitable to the writers,
as she gave ideas and tips on how to become a
good writer. The second speaker was Ms. Lian
Nami Buan, associate editor of SubSelfie.com and
works as the Associate Producer for Segments of
the State of the Nation with Jessica Soho. During
her talk, she explained how powerful social media
is, how it can change a person’s life, and how
useful it is to consumers especially when used
properly. The third and final speaker of the day
was Ms. Edmallyne Remillano, SubSelfie.com’s
Manager for Advocacies and a head writer for the
news program, State of the Nation with Jessica
Soho. The last speaker shared her knowledge
about current issues. Not only did she mention
the mainstream issues, but also the current issues
beyond the urban side. She taught the audience to
look at a wider perspective. Instead of looking at a
particular city, look at the whole country.
After the speakers were done taking
the stage, microphones were passed on to the
audience for an open forum. The three speakers
answered every question the students asked them,
like how they managed the life as a field reporter,
how social media works, and many more. As a
proof that the event was indeed a successful one,
the students were actually able to open their
minds about journalism and voiced out their
concerns on what they see not only on TV but also
on social media. To end the event, our very own
College Hymn was sung by the students. This
event wouldn’t be successful without the efforts of
RAMpage staff in cooperation with the Admissions
Office, Marketing Office and the English Resource
Center (ERC).

It didn’t took too long, and it was about time
to introduce the speakers from Subselfie.com, a passion
project of Filipino communication professionals about
their stories behind the scenes and beyond the newsroom.
The first speaker was Ms. Hon Sophia Balod SubSelfie.
com’s Visual Arts Manager and works as a news and field
producer for GMA Network’s Saksi and Balitanghali. Her
presentation was very profitable to the writers, as she
gave ideas and tips on how to become a good writer. The
second speaker was Ms. Lian Nami Buan, associate editor
of SubSelfie.com and works as the Associate Producer for

LAS PIÑAS EAST NATIONAL

HIGH SCHOOL TOPS

SPEAKS SENSE SEASON 2
Rafael Ramos

Cj Villanueva
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(L-R) Mr. Deeno Lapira, Ms. Elizabeth
Reyes and Ms. Priscilla Agathon

APC-Speaks conducted its second
public speaking competition last November
27, 2015, inviting all high school around the
metro to participate and have fun. This year’s
theme is “Whether it’s the best of times or the
worst of times, it’s the only time we’ve got.”
This is where ten students from five different
schools competed in an expository speech
deliberation. Participants gave their thoughts
on how important time is to them.
Five schools attended the competition.
Each school had a pair of students to represent
them. Five students will deliver their speeches
first, followed by an intermission number from
the business students. Representatives from
AC 151 and 152, MA, and BM, took part in a
friendly debate competition.

Afterwards, the remaining contestants
delivered their speeches. All participants
delivered an emotional speech and performed
exceptionally well. The delivery of their
speeches was impactful enough to gather
mixed reactions from the audience. But like all
competition, there must be a winner.
Phoebe Almario of Las Piñas East
National High School was hailed as the
champion and took home 5,000 pesos worth
of gift certificate and an LED television for her
school. She was followed by Dominic Co from
Jubilee Christian School who received 3,000
pesos worth of gift certificate and Justin Saduga
from Pasay Science City High School who got
2,000 pesos worth of gift certificate.

NEWS
STUDENT RECOGNITION DAY
Tim Parayno

Vaneza Vargas

Three hundred and fourteen APC students
were acknowledged as honors at the APC Auditorium
last August 5. Hosted by Mr. Deeno Lapira, the
program was opened by Mr. Bryan Magbutay, the
College Registrar for presentation of qualifications.
The dean’s listers were called by school, the School of
Management (SoM) being the first, followed by School
of Computing and Information Technology (SoCIT),
School of Engineering (SoE) and finally SoMA (School
of Multimedia and Arts). The APC Dance Company
also performed for the intermission of the event. The
Recognition Day also served as the awarding of the
newly accredited organizations for the school year
2015-2016. This, indeed is the product of real projects,
real learning.

the students fORAM: TERM 2
Olivia Parian

The voices of APC students was again
heard as the Student Activities Office (SAO),
together with Student Organization Association
of Regent (SOAR) organized the second Students’
Forum of the year. To get everyone to participate,
SOAR has placed a box in the cafeteria for students
to drop their concerns, comments, and suggestions
to the school’s administrators which were
answered during the forum.
Held last November 13 at the
Multipurpose Hall 2 (MPH2), students from the
different schools gathered for their questions
to be answered by the panel of administrators.
The panel comprises of Student Affairs Director,
Mr. Argeo Barrios; Building Admin & Physical
Facilities Head, Mr. Michael de Jesus; Logistics
Office Head, Mr. Joel Mazotes; Executive Director
of Finance & Accounting,

Mr. Kim Loy-a; Technical Services Executive
Director and IT Resources Director, Mr. Jojo
Castillo; Discipline Office Head, Mr. Mackie
Dizon; Guidance Office Head, Mr. Arnold
Oriño; Chief Librarian, Ms. Ria Libao; and lastly
representing the College Registrar, Ms. Sharonne
Orale. Student Activities Office Head, Ms. Kareen
Gancio was also present during the forum to
monitor the event. To formally begin the forum,
officers from SOAR recapped the concerns and
suggestions that were raised during the previous
student forum held last July 27, 2015. They have
checked whether or not there have been actions
done to the concerns that were voiced out then.
Proceeding to the forum proper, the SOAR
Officers started off reading concerns from the box
they had placed in the cafeteria. The concerns
and suggestions

varied from facilities, services, dress code,
field trips, and the faculty. All of these were
acknowledged by administrators.
Other than issues or questions
regarding the school, the students also took
this opportunity to suggest things which will
benefit the students such as a machine to
check the balance of the e-PLUS cards which
Mr. Castillo responded of the possibility and
will look into it.
The students’ forum has been
an avenue for the students to reach out to
School’s heads. Got a question, concern, or
suggestion for the betterment of the school?
Let your voice be heard and raise them up on
the next Students’ Forum.
Cj Yucoco

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE
Olivia Parian

Cj Yucoco

People often think that the
high-tech innovations we see on films are not
possible in real life, wherein it remains to be
“Science Fiction.” What we do not know is that
these technologies are already in works and
some of them are already being used in different
industries today.

schools and an opening remark from another SHS
student, Maria Katrina Urmatam. Her remark
another SHS student, Maria Katrina Urmatam.
Her remark revolved around her experiences in
APC as a Senior High School student, it was then
followed by an AVP featuring the opportunities
students gained during their stay in APC.

Our idea of what used to be “Science
Fiction” turned to “Science Fact” was brought to
reality during the educational innovation talk by
Microsoft entitled “The Future Is Now.”  Students,
parents, and faculty from Pasay North High
School Tramo, Pasay North High School MDL,
Bangkal High School, Parañaque Science High
School, Dr. Arcadio Santos National High School,
Life Formation Mission Academy, UP-Los Baños
Guardian of Grade, St. Theodore School, Mother
of Niel Gabriel, Mother Maria Magdalena Starace
School, Integrated Montessori Center, National
University, and the APC Senior High School (SHS)
gathered at the APC Auditorium last November 6
to get a glimpse of the future now.

To excite the students even more,
Marketing Head Ms. Meanne Santos together with
APC Student and Microsoft Ambassador Joanna
Heramil gave away Microsoft shirts, lanyards,
APC notebooks, and SM Movie Passes to lucky
students. As the raffle ended and the students
settled down, Nathalia Lumba, a Senior High
School student introduced the speaker, Microsoft
Philippine’s Education Lead Mr. David Tapang.
Mr. Tapang first compared space with the human
mind and knowledge as both being infinite, infinite
to the fact that ideas or dreams could be turned
into reality.

Hosted by SHS students Jamie Briones
and Julianne Catalan, the event started off with
the acknowledgement of the various participating
schools and an opening remark from another

Throughout the talk, he gave examples
of “science fiction” devices and phenomena
such as Wrap Travel, Tractor Beams, Transporter
Machines, Bionic Body Parts, and Holograms that
are actually “science facts” thus being used and
done in the present day.

From the topic of “Science fiction” and “Science
Fact” he then focused on Holograms and
communication, wherein he introduced Microsoft’s
newest product – the Microsoft HoloLens. The
HoloLens is described as a wearable computer
which translate information and data into realistic
situations by Mapping out the environment like
how it was with the Xbox Kinect and using it as a
guide in visualizing anything under the sun. It is
predicted to be something that will help educators
teach their lessons by visualizing materials that is
beyond their reach before.
Microsoft’s future projects and visions
just showed the endless possibilities of reality,
which gives the students the idea that dreaming
big is showing everyone that everything is
possible.To end the program, the Senior High
School students gave the audience a last treat by
performing a dance number for everyone.
The Microsoft talk would not be a
success without the efforts of the APC Senior
High School together with the Admissions Office,
Student Affairs, the ITRO and APC’s Industry
Partner – Microsoft Philippines.
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APC Hosts IECEPMSC Festival 2015
Pauline Kate Saballo

Electrical
Engineering
students
from various colleges and universities around
Metro Manila gathered for the IECEP festival
2015. Asia Pacific College (APC), a member
of the Institute of Electronic Engineers of the
Philippines – Manila Student Chapter (IECEPMSC), hosted this year’s festival. Held last
September 12 and 19 at the APC Auditorium,
with the theme “Hilarity of Trenchancy of
Talents and Prowess”.
The other members of the IECEPMSC and participants of the festival were

Mapua Institute of Technology (MIT),
Technological University of the Philippines
(TUP), St. Francis of Assisi College (SFAC),
Polytechnic University of the Philippines
(PUP), National University (NU), Lyceum
University of the Philippines (LUP), Far
Eastern University (FEU), Universidad de
Manila (UdM), University of Sto. Tomas (UST),
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila (PLM),
Bulacan State University (BulSU), Adamson
University (ADU), and Eulogio “Amang”
Rodriguez Institute of Science and Technology
(EARIST).

September 12, 2015
The first day of the festival held three events namely: Singing Idol, Your
Face Sounds Familiar, and the Mr. and Ms. IECEP’s Pre-pageant.

Singing Idol
Contestants from different schools who joined were blessed with
beautiful voices during the IECEP’s annual singing competition. The
contestants and their song numbers are as follows:
•Micah B. Mañebo, MAPUA Institute of Technology - I Dreamed a Dream
•Joshua Jim L. Grasparil, Polytechnic University of the Philippines Manila
- Lost Stars
•Allen Loide F. Bantigue, Colegio de San Juan de Letran - Beautiful in My
Eyes
•John Joel T. Ordoñez, Asia Pacific College - Because of You
•Adriane Roy F. Calangian, Technological University of the Philippines
Manila - Impossible Dream
•Ma. Olivia T. Lustero, Technological Institute of the Philippines Manila
- Halo
•Reonel M. Bernal, Polytechnic University of the Philippines Taguig Broken Vow
•Mary Cris C. Sangutan, EARIST - Jar of Hearts
•Jonard G. Climaco, Adamson University - I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing
•Alyssa Marie M. Torre, National University - Halo
•Hebreo Red A. Punzalan, Universidad De Manila - Today My Love Begins
•Nerlie Rose R. Pangan, Bulacan State University - Stand Up for Love
•Nicko Guizzagan, FEU Institute of Technology - Wonderful Tonight
Among the contestants, the Top 5 were chosen to sing “Isang
Mundo” onstage. They are representatives of AdU, BSU, FEU, TUP-Manila
and TIP.

Your FAce Sounds Familiar
It may be the first time that IECEP conducted the competition, but
it was a complete success as the participants gave their all. Here is a list of
the performers:
Karriana Lei Parica (FEU Institute of Technology) as Charice Pempengco:
“Louder”
Angelo Cajayon (Universidad De Manila) as Ne-Yo:  “So Sick”
Rogelio Ruzcko Tobias (Asia Pacific College) as Lady Gaga: “Telephone”
Bianca Marie Mendoza (Polytechnic University of the Philippines Manila)
as Shakira: “Whenever”
The participants’ impersonation, costumes, and performances
were flawless. All of them were surely winners that day but there can only
be one champion. Bianca Marie Mendoza (PUP) placed 3rd Runner Up,
Angelo Cajayon (UDM) was the 2nd Runner Up, Rogelio Ruzcko Tobias
(APC) bagged the 1st Runner Up, and Karriana Lei Paricia (FEU) was
declared Champion.
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Mr. and Ms. IECEP 2015 Pre-Pageant
One of the most awaited event of IECEP’s annual festival was
the Mr. and Ms. IECEP 2015. With its theme and official hashtag:
#MrandMsIECEPGoesInternational, each contestant made their
schools proud in the Pre-Pageant.
•
MAPUA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (Jamaica)
Charl Joseph B. Santiago
Malayssa Marie M. Sacro
•
ADAMSON UNIVERSITY (Argentina)
Christian Edison D.G. Tuazon
Bianca Camille G. Vasaya
•
TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF THE PHILIPPINES MANILA (Mexico)
Rusty Denice C. Cortez
Marianne Camille L. Aguilar
•
SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI COLLEGE (U.S.A.)
John Ronald R. Gacita
Rica Michaela A. Almerez
•
POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES MANILA (Egypt)
Rafael Jerome F. Yadao
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit
•
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY (U.K.)
Alex R. Katigbak, Jr.
Christine A. De Vera
•
TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES MANILA (Greece)
Gerald Joseph G. Adiao
Karen Andrea R. Dematera
•
LYCEUM OF THE PHILIPPINES UNIVERSITY MANILA
(India)
Ahmed Samri Ali
Ansherina M. Pasamonte
•
EULOGIO “AMANG” RODRIGUEZ INSTITUTE OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (China)
Roseller P. Baltazar, Jr.
Jowie C. De Leon
•
FEU INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (Korea)
Jerahmmel Lyndon O. Oliveros
Mary Claire Antonette A. Arconado
•
UNIVERSIDAD DE MANILA (Japan)
Jayvee C. Hortaleza
Charise S. Sebastian
During the Pre-Pageant, the audience got to know more
about the contestants as they introduced themselves and showcased
their talents. The contestants also went through the nerve-wracking
Question and Answer portion.

NEWS
September 19, 2015

Thirteen different teams from 13 different schools showcased
their dancing skills during IECEP-MSC’s Dance Machine.

Dubsmash

•
Technological University of the Philippines - Taguig
•
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila
•
Polytechnic University of the Philippines – Taguig
•
University of Sto. Tomas
•
Eulogio “Amang” Rodriguez Institute of Science and
Technology
•
Technological University of the Philippines – Manila
•
St. Francis of Assissi College
•
Unibersidad de Manila
•
National University
•
Polytechnic University of the Philippines – Manila
•
Far Eastern University Institute of Technology
•
Bulacan State University
•
Mapua Institute of Technology

The Dubsmash competition is another first in the history of the
IECEP Festival. Participants were required to submit three versions of
their own dubsmash videos. The first is the original one, the second is
their own dubbed version and the last is the Tagalog version.
The contestants were Paolo Enriquez (AdU), Joven Pabroa and
Alex Santos (UDM), Jerome Liwanag, Joanne Ilao, and Micaela Oledan
(TUP-Manila), Justin Hernandez (BSU), Aury Villagracia and Samantha
Guerrero (TIP-Manila), and Carl Jeruss Dominguez (PUP-Taguig) who
unleashed their acting skills and creativity in their dubsmash videos.
The top 3 who captured the hearts and funny bones of the audience
giving them a spot in the top were:
TIP-Manila (3rd Place),
TUP-Manila (2nd Place)
Adamson University (1st Place)

The long wait was over as the moment of truth had arrived for the
Mr. and Ms. IECEP contestants. For the second time around, the contestants
introduced themselves to the audience. Since they have already showcased
their talents and intelligence during the pre-pageant, it was now time for
the contestants to show how they carry themselves on the runway wearing
different sets of clothes. The first set was the Theme Wear where they wore the
traditional costumes of the countries they represented. Next was the Fashtorm
Wear which showcased outfits worn during the different seasons of the world.
The third was the Party Hues which consisted of clothes worn on parties. The
last one was the Formal Wear wherein the contestants were dressed in tuxedos
and gowns.
For each category, two contestants were crowned. The winners are as follows:

Best in Theme Wear
Rusty Denice C. Cortez (TIP)
Karen Andrea R. Dematera (TUP-Manila)
Best in Fashtorm Wear
Gerald Joseph G. Adiao (TUP-Manila)
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit (PUP-Manila)
Best in Party Hues
Charl Joseph B. Santiago (MIT)
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit (PUP-Manila)
Best in Formal Wear
Rafael Jerome F. Yadao (PUP-Manila)
Mary Claire Antonette A. Arconado (FEU)

Special awards were also given to those who performed best behind-the-scenes.
Mr. and Ms. Congeniality
Ahmed Samri Ali (LPU)
Ansherina M. Pasamonte (LPU)
Best in Denim Shot
Charl Joseph B. Santiago (MIT)
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit (PUP-Manila)
People’s Choice Award
Christian Edison D.G. Tuazon (AdU)
Karen Andrea R. Dematera (TUP-Manila)
Best in Beauty Shot
Jerahmmel Lyndon O. Oliveros (FEU)
Malayssa Marie M. Sacro (MIT)

Dance Machine

In between the performances, our very own APC Dance
Company entertained everyone with their dance number.
By the end of the day, these winners emerged:
BSU – 3rd Place
TUP-Manila – 2nd Place
PUP-Manila – 1st Place

Mr. and Ms. Popularity
Rusty Denice C. Cortez (TIP)
Marianne Camille L. Aguilar (TIP)
MTP Modelo’s Choice Award
Gerald Joseph G. Adiao (TUP-Manila)
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit (PUP-Manila)
Most Photogenic
Charl Joseph B. Santiago (MIT)
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit (PUP-Manila)
Best in Talent
Rafael Jerome F. Yadao (PUP-Manila)
Mary Claire Antonette A. Arconado (FEU)

The long moment of waiting and deliberating was over as the hosts
announced the winners of the Mr. and Ms. IECEP 2015.
4th Runner Up
Rusty Denice C. Cortez (TIP)
Jowie C. De Leon (EARIST)
3rd Runner Up
Jerahmmel Lyndon O. Oliveros (FEU)
Marianne Camille L. Aguilar (TIP)
2nd Runner Up
Gerald Joseph G. Adiao (TUP-Manila)
Mary Claire Antonette A. Arconado (FEU)
1st Runner Up
Rafael Jerome F. Yadao (PUP-Manila)
Karen Andrea R. Dematera (TUP-Manila)
Mr. and Ms. IECEP 2015
Charl Joseph B. Santiago (MIT)
Kerlstine Lorraine D. Balingit (PUP-Manila)
The whole IECEP-MSC Festival 2015 was indeed a success. The ECE
students from different schools managed to get together to show their talents
and skills to everyone. This event would not be a success without the help of the
following APC Organizations and sponsors who made everything possible.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Mark Tagle from MTP Productions
Pastel Fragrances
APC Flickers Photo Society
APC SOAR
APC SEES
APC Dance Company
Bahay Bombilya
Mr. and Mrs. Carandang from TV5
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CPECONGRESS
Wainwright U. Rubia
Last November 14, Computer Engineering students
from different colleges in the National Capital Region
gathered at the Asia Pacific College (APC) Auditorium for the
CpE Student Congress headed by the Institute of Computer
Engineers of the Philippines (ICpEP). The event consisted of
four seminars which aimed to help CpE students learn more
about their line of work, the trends in computer engineering
and what to do if ever they decide to put up a business of
their own.The opening remarks were given by Engr. Stanley
Glenn Brucal who stated that the reason why it would be
advantageous to attend such conferences because it broadens
the knowledge of CpE students about their responsibilities
and ethics in the workplace.

Since you will be engaging in a business, various forms of
documentation will be inevitable and you must be familiar
with each one of them. Third, you must educate yourself.
Technology is continuously improving and once new findings
have been discovered, rather than spending money to have
others teach you, it would be more practical that you learn it
yourself. Lastly, you must execute your plans. The previous
steps would be worthless if you do not execute them. In
business, you only gain two things: sadness or sorrow and
money. Before ending his speech Mr. Gutierrez left the
following words for the students: “Achieving success is easy
but staying there is the most difficult.”

general computings with many external parts and as a
result it has high costs because of its medium to high energy
consumption. She also discussed the various types or brands
of microcontrollers in the market namely: PIC, Arduino and
Raspberry Pi.

The third speaker was Mr. Christer Cruz, the Lead
Database Architect of Oracle Corporation and a Technology
Evangelist, who talked about Cloud Computing. He stated
that there are three reasons as to why there are unfilled cloud
positions: There is a lack of proper training, certification and
experience. Cloud Computing is rather new and Cloud related
skills represent all growth opportunities in IT employment.
The second speaker was Ms. Jocelyn Flores
As of 2015, there are seven million Cloud related jobs in the
world because the skill gap between Cloud Computing and
The first speaker was Mr. Errole Gutierrez whose
Villaverde, a Mapua professor who discussed about
speech was entitled “Technopreneurship 101.” He gave tips on
other jobs are rather high. He stated that Cloud Computing
Embedded Systems. Unlike the previous speaker, her topic
how to start a business when it comes to Technopreneurship
is crucial to the bottom line of any company because it is not
was more technical. Aside from describing microprocessors
which are as follows: First, you must have motivation. Start
and microcontrollers, she focused on the comparison between a technology but rather, a business model and a Cloud-savvy
something you are passionate about because if you’re inspired
the two. A microcontroller is used to perform a specific task
workforce is essential to the success of the IT industry’s
or motivated, it will take you places. Second, you must
with few external parts at a low cost which has a very low to
financial health. He also discussed the three service models in
understand the documentation. Since you will be engaging in
low energy consumption whereas a microprocessor is used to Cloud Computing:
a business, various forms of documentation will be inevitable
perform
Before ending his speech he gave tips on how to be accepted into
and you must be familiar with each one of them.
a Cloud Computing job. You must first learn a specific technology and afterWhich includes applications for end users.
SaaS (Software as a Service)
wards take a Cloud Technology specialist job.
PaaS (Platform as a Service)
IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service)

Concerns server, storage and network hardware and associated
software delivered as a service.

ABCS OF NOT FAILING
IN YOUR CAREER
A
d

The last speaker for the event was Mr. Herald Uy, the CEO and
Chief Evangelist of Kollab, who gave a career talk entitled “Getting Your
Career to Take Off.” Before going into the main point of his talk, he told his
story in the field of business. Starting in 2000, he has put up several businesses often unrelated to each other such as fast food, automotive and even
memorials. He stated that “Starting a career is hard but building a thriving
career is harder.” His various businesses may have not all been successful
but he has learned lessons from each success or failure which he shared as
the ABCs of not failing in your career:

Which tackles App development & development platforms.

Attitude first, then ability

Diving into a career is not purely a
display of one’s skill. If you don’t have the proper
work attitude, your skills will be meaningless.

b

Dynamism means today not
tomorrow

If you claim to be dynamic, do not
procrastinate as time lost in business would
mean money lost.

As the event came to a close, the Certificates of
Appreciation were given by Engr. Irish Juanatas, ICpEP’s Vice
President for Education and the Adviser of ICpEP and Mr. Angelo
Jireh Fidel, ICpEP’s President of the NCR Chapter. The host for
the event was Mr. John Carlo Griarte, a member of ICpEP.

Believing is half the battle

In any career, you’ll be put in situations
wherein you will have to make a decision and believing
in that decision whether it succeeds or fails is part of the
job. Either way, you’ll learn from it so keep on believing.

c

Consistency is the only way to win deals

f

Fun (Manufacture your own fun)

Evangelize before you sell

e

Before you even think of selling something,
make sure that you support it wholeheartedly.
It helps you become more convincing during
negotiations which could increase sales by a
noticeable amount.

No matter how many trends are set in the
world, you must be consistent with your services or
promises. It helps build up your name and establish
your reliability.

He stated that in your career, “You’re
either gonna be bored to death or inject a twist
to make it fun.” Don’t follow the trends, be the
trendsetter.

ALUMNI
2015 was marked with two (2) conferences of Alumni Basketball
Tournament that ran for six (6) weekends per conference held at the APC
Basketball Court.
This year, the APC Rams Alumni Association (APCRAA), in
coordination with the APC Alumni Affairs Office, has lined up key projects.
Starting with its Financial Literacy Workshop held on the 6th of February
2016 at APC and conducted by Mr. Tristan Haber, a Certified Associate
Financial Planner, this year will see the 2nd alumni homecoming in APC.
The said major event is targeted to provide a scholarship grant for a chosen
student in the APC Senior High School Program.
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EDITORIAL

The Unseen Prison
Wainwright U. Rubia

Every single person in this world has his/her own limits. Be it physical, mental
or emotional. Rejection often sows the seeds of depression and regret especially when you
had experienced it again and again. There are times when it is hard to think positive when
everything that you do is rejected. We eventually find ourselves thinking of everything
as a waste of time and effort or in terms of love, we begin to believe the overused saying
“Walang forever!” It’s at these times when people fail to see that rejections in life should
sow seeds of personal development and cognizance. The reason for that failure is because
people refuse to accept the fact that they have been rejected. They remain trapped in the
prison of their own construction; and with each rejection they experience, the prison is
then enclosed in another prison and so on until they eventually lose sight of themselves
and their original goal in life.
Before one can grow and be aware about his/her faults, there is one important
thing he must do. He must learn to accept what happened as it is. There is nothing one
can do but face the consequences no matter how horrible they may be. Blaming others
will not help in any way because no one has control over your thoughts and actions. Once
a person finally accept what happened, he can then proceed to the next step – facing his
self. But this doesn’t mean that you have to hit yourself until you bleed and listen to your
“Songs for the Broken-Hearted” playlist. All you need to do is find a quiet and secluded
place to reflect on what happened. Recall every single thing you did related to the rejection and find out where you went wrong. If you are having difficulty with that, seek the
help of others.

Was there ever a time when you exerted a lot of effort and spent a lot of
time and money only to find out that there was another? Another person who was
better than you? Seeing the fruits of your labor be crushed in an instant, you become devastated and often say to yourself: “That should be me.” Or perhaps you
ask yourself the question: “Where did I go wrong?” Now before you say that this
is all about love, you’re wrong. Love is but a small part of the real issue we wish
to tackle – Rejection. Rejection is one of the many spices in the dish known as life
and no matter how many times we try to avoid it, it appears time and time again.
Some endure it, some learn from it and others remain trapped in it. The real
questions here are: “How much rejection in life can you take?” and “What should
you do when everything comes crashing down?”

Rejection can indeed cause depression but as mentioned in the editorial of the
previous issue of The RAMpage – you are never alone. There is no need to despair when
life gives you one rejection after another. You are surrounded by your peers and superiors
who are more than willing to push you back up when you fall down. You may want to be
alone but prolonging that would only bring pain or worse, it may change your mindset
and make you think dark thoughts. Just because your project proposal got rejected, it
doesn’t make you dumb, being rejected by the girl of your dreams doesn’t mean that
no one will love you, and failing to be accepted in the company you’ve been dreaming of
working for doesn’t guarantee that you’ll be unemployed for life. It’s all just pessimistic
thoughts brought about by rejection. Try to look at it in a different point of view. If your
project proposal got rejected, your professors often give suggestions or ideas you may
have not thought of. If you were rejected by the girl you love, you might not have realized
that all she wanted was for you to change your bad attitudes before she say “Yes.” Lastly,
if you didn’t get accepted into your dream company, you might not have known that there
are better opportunities for you.
Everything in this world happens for a reason. Even the most painful rejection
in life has the sweetest lesson we can learn. We just have to take that chance and work
with whatever happens knowing that we have people and our past experiences to guide us
in the decision and courses of action we take. How about you? Will you remain trapped
in the prison of your past and sulk there forever or will you face the bright sunshine of a
new day with endless possibilities with an unshakeable will? The choice is yours and yours
alone. As William Ernest Henley said in his poem Invictus “I am the master of my fate: I
am the captain of my soul.”

ERRATUM
The Champion of the Ignite Speech Competition
published of the article entitled “CSIT and PSYCHOLOGY:
Bonded through the Spirit of Nationalism” should be Ivan
Jasper Evangelista (MI 152) not Ivan Jasper Villanueva.  
The poem entitled “Love:View from Experience” that
was published on the literary section of The RAMpage Vol.7
No.2, was not written by Irene Lumactod but by
Jessa Samson.
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Quesada)

The Vanguard of E-health in the Philippines
Samuel Candava

According to former health secretary
Esperanza Cabral, nearly 50% of deaths among
Filipino people are unattended by medical
professionals or similar health providers.
Furthermore, she stated that there are only
2.3 primary care providers per population
of 10,000. The largest among the Philippine
healthcare systems – PhilHealth, “… is an
effective way in achieving universal access to
healthcare because it is a financing system
based on premiums,” said Dr. Ernesto
Domingo, a Ramon Magsaysay awardee
and former chancellor of University of the
Philippines Manila. It goes without saying that
healthcare in this country had not been well
optimized; and in a state of debility, Philippine
healthcare systems prove to be in dire need of
immediate development and reform.
A feasible solution to our country’s
deteriorating state of healthcare is the socalled e-health, the transfer of health resources
and healthcare by electronic means. The
term “e-health” was coined by World Health
Organization (WHO) and according to them, it
encompasses three main areas:
• The delivery of health information, for health
professionals and health consumers, through
the Internet and telecommunications.
• Using the power of IT and e-commerce to
improve public health services, e.g. through the
education and training of health workers.
• The use of e-commerce and e-business
practices in health systems management.

With that being said, RAMpage
is honored to present an APC faculty who
strives to satisfy the country’s need for better
healthcare systems – Mr. Eugenio “Joe Gene”
Quesada. To attain his cause, Mr. Quesada,
an IT professional, seeks to inject e-health to
further cultivate Philippine healthcare. His
work on e-health for the Philippines began
in 2010 when he started working on the Sana
project with professors and students from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on
two pilot projects here in the Philippines. For
the uninitiated, Sana is a universal, mobile, and
clinical information platform (http://sana.mit.
edu/). But ultimately, Sana means “healthy” in
Italian, and “hope” in Filipino.
In 2012, he conducted a research
on developing the e-health system in the
Philippines in a paper entitled, “Deploying
Innovative Mobile-based Telemedicine Systems
Using Open Source Tools in Resource-poor
Areas of the Philippines” where he focused
on the implementation of the Sana Mobile
Telemedicine system (http://sana.mit.edu/
media/v/115). However, his work on e-health
did not stop there.
Just recently, Mr. Quesada presented
another research paper entitled “Building an
Ecosystem to Provide Sustainable e-Health
Technical Capability for the Philippines”
where he lectured about the Capacity Building
Component of the World Health Organization
e-health developmental Toolkit (http://apc.csf.
ph/pictures/tech4dev_2014).

Photos courtesy of Mr. Joe Gene Quesada
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In his presentation, he addressed that the
Philippine government needs to implement
e-health services on a national scale.
He also noted its respective challenges, which
are the lack of preparedness of Health Care
Joe Information
Gene Quesada
Organizations to apply
Technology
on a technical, organizational, and cultural
perspective and the lack of local technical
capability to develop, implement, and maintain
I.T. Solutions for Health Care Organizations.
In his research paper, he also
acknowledged APC’s project-based learning
(PBL) which was launched on 2001 where
students worked with real clients in various
industries. As a professor of information
technology in APC, Mr. Quesada teaches his
students on the latest developmental tools
currently available. By showing his work on
e-health, he also had some students pursue
e-health related projects. Mr. Joe Gene Quesada
is a professor of information technology in APC
and the founder/president of Integrated Open
Source Solutions. In light of his achievements,
he stands as a symbol of excellence to his
students.
References:
http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/Suppl_1/
bmjopen-2015-forum2015abstracts.67.abstract
http://cooperation.epfl.ch/2014Tech4Dev/
Sessions/5June
http://www.medetel.lu/download/2012/
parallel_sessions/presentation/day1/
Deploying_Innovative_Mobile.pdf
http://sana.mit.edu/media/v/115
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Tracing the Mark of Respect
Rachel Mae Joan N. Sansolis

People are usually afraid to get near her
because of her intimidating aura. It’s like you have to
equip yourself with a good and deep English vocabulary,
ample amount of poise, and a lot of confidence when
you speak with her.
With the way she runs the class, she makes
sure that her students will have a positive attitude
towards their studies. Students get used to sudden
board works and on-the-spot pop-up recitations. She
is very unique in a way that she gives her students
nicknames based on their surnames. Usually by affixing
–y on the first few syllables of the surname.  Aside from
these, she also has several house rules…
For Ladies: Be simple. Show your face; use
hairclip, so your bangs won’t cover your eyes. It would
be best if you set your hair on a ponytail so you’ll need
not to worry fixing it while in class. You need not wear
earrings. You need not wear nail polish. Wear closed
shoes; if possible, do not wear high heels which are
more than an inch high. Remember that you are inside
the classroom to study and not as a decoration.
For Gentlemen: You should not cover your
face with bangs; if possible, use clay doh to keep your
hair orderly. Shirts should be tucked in so that you’ll
always look neat.
At first, you’ll feel agitated when it’s already
the time of her class. But when you see her persistence
in training the students, you’ll really get encouraged,
and that will suddenly change the way you comprehend
things. It is certainly impressing- the way she walks and
the way she talks… She is like a queen, a role model,
a very sympathetic woman and yet still upright when
it comes to policies. Her smile is so contagious that
you also feel like smiling and sending back her warm
gestures. Sooner or later, you’ll just notice that your
eyes are smiling with hope too. How wonderful it is to
have known such a very decent person, worthy of all the
love and care for all the people around her.
The news that she has cancer shocked
everyone. She had to take a leave for several
medications so she could recover quickly. Then there
came a time when she was already declared cancer- free.
We were all so delighted. Everybody was so thankful
that she is back in school and people could see her
bright character again.

But for us who are not deeply aware of the
upshots of her sickness, it didn’t come to our foresights
that her cancer would recur and would even take her to
a more difficult situation.

support. Almost three weeks have passed when the
news came to us. It was September 15, 2015, around
10 am, when I received a message, saying, “Wala na si
Mommy…”

Instances got more and more difficult as
the days went by. The first time we visited her, we saw
her jolly disposition even when she was obviously in a
state of inconvenience. She was still the way she is- she
talks the same, she smiles the same, her heart in loving
the Lord is still the same. She tells her life stories to
her visitors, to her relatives and to her students. She is
definitely a strong woman.

She was a very strong and clever woman.
Though she seemed very hard to approach, but when
you get to know her, you would want to open more of
yourself to her. She was a great mother to her children,
an effective teacher to her students, an encouraging
friend to her colleagues, a sweet comforter to those who
need consulting, and an enthusiastic person to everyone
who needs inspiration. She is a natural lady of humility
and gratitude. No wonder why people have a big heart
for her. She was the ‘Anne’, ‘Miss Anne’, ‘Mama Anne’,
‘Dr. Lantin’, who was loved by many.

Her family also showed great amount of
strength during their difficult times.  They selflessly
provided her with love and comfort. I can see how her
husband, children, and siblings managed to make her
smile and showed that they are fine, even though deep
inside, seeing her in pain breaks them into pieces.
I had a chance to talk to her about her faith
and trust in God. I almost burst into tears when she
said these words, “Love ko si Lord, nagse- serve ako kay
Lord, pero bakit ganon, ang hirap pa rin pala talaga.
Nagpe- pray ako lagi sa kanya every night, asking when
will this end? And I told Him, ready na ako, pero di pa
ready ang mga anak ko, so please wag muna sana…”
I was deeply wounded. It moved me so much that
I cannot leave without even uttering a prayer with
everyone else in the room. Realizations came in. Hurt
becomes unfathomable when you reach the point
wherein all you can do is ask the Lord to spare you of all
the pain… You keep on asking “why?” But that question
remained unanswered.
We were all very hopeful and positive that
she will recover soon. But then the doctors admitted
that cancer already took over her body. It was August
21, when her eldest son, Kuya Jasper, informed us
that Miss Anne is already in the condition of multiple
organ failure. They already couldn’t imagine how she
still managed to endure the pain. “We give her all the
comfort and love... All we are left to do now is to waithow long or how short. Heartbreaking…,” Kuya Jasper
said.
Everyone is in profound prayers and a lot of
encouraging words and gestures were conveyed. People
were coming to see her and express their love and

The wake started the day after she passed
away. Family members were present, Daddy Amador,
Miss Anne’s husband; Jerome, her youngest son and all
of their other relatives. Her colleagues from Asia Pacific
College, School of Accountancy and Business (SoAB)
also visited to extend prayers for her. Tears filled the
eyes of many who came. Ms. Angie Salting, Ms. Anne’s
close friend, shared recollections with the students
and some colleagues. She shared how Ms. Anne really
wanted to stay for her children. No one can explain
how wounded Ms. Anne’s family is. But Kuya Jasper,
her eldest son shared a song which could have possibly
relayed how he was feeling… “If you leave me now,
you’ll take away the biggest part of me… No, Mommy
please don’t go. If you leave me now, you’ll take away
the very heart of me… No, Mommy please don’t go. I
just want you to stay…”
No amount of comfort from anybody in this
world can ever relieve her family, friends, and relatives
from their heartaches. But here are God’s words which
will always give life back to us.
Matthew 11:28-30 (NIV)
28 “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened,
and I will give you rest. 29 Take my yoke upon you and
learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and
you will find rest for your souls. 30 For my yoke is easy
and my burden is light.”
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“She was
the ‘Anne’,
‘Miss Anne’,
‘Mama Anne’,
‘Dr. Lantin’,
who was
loved by
many.”
Ms. Anne Lantin

QUALITY AWARENESS
THE APC QUALITY AND YOU

Welcome to APC!
You are APC…
We are One Team…
How did we do so far?
Asia Pacific College (APC)
developed and implemented its Quality
Management System
(QMS) to consistently exceed the everchanging needs and expectations of its
unit customers in the daily delivery of
educational services.
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Likewise, APC wants to
ensure that its team of education and
administrative professionals are always
competent, that it meets and complies

with the regulatory and statutory
requirements of government, that it
continues to strengthen partnership
with its service providers, and that
it ensures safe, secured and healthy
environment in the school facilities and
its premises.

How was your experience with
the teachers? How was your experience
with the staff? How was your
experience with our service? How was
your day to day learning experience?
Did we help make you a better person
at APC?

With all these in place, APC
continues to enhance its services and
provide its shareholders satisfactory
returns.

We have been reiterating how
important you are to us. Our vision is to
produce graduates guided by the APC
core values of integrity, industry and
innovation. You are APC. You are the
future of this nation and the world.

APC is an ISO 9001:2008
certified institution since August 3,
2012.

Let us know how we can work together,
email us at qa@apc.edu.ph

INDUSTRY
PARTNERS

APC TO ASSESS STUDENTS’ IT

COMPETENCY USING KOREAN STANDARD
Joyce Ann Umali

Cj Yucoco

(L-R)
IITP Vice President Mr.Seung-Hee Do, APC President
Dr. Paulino Y. Tan, IITP President Dr. Sang-Hong Lee, NU
President Mr. Teodoro Ocampo, NU Vice-President for
Academic Affairs Dr. Rachel Edita Roxas, and APC Student
Services Executive Director Ms. Teresita Medado

December 14, 2015 – Asia Pacific College (APC) and
National University (NU) will use South Korea Institute of IT
Promotion’s (IITP) Test of Practical Competency in Information
and Communication Technology (TOPCIT) in assessing
competency and applied skills in IT of its students. The assessment
will be taken by students before internship in order to identify their
specific competencies and strengths as well as their readiness to
assume posts in a company. The assessment will again be taken after
internship to ascertain competencies gained after exposure to actual
practice.
The partnership is a good opportunity for APC and
NU to develop OBE-compliant curriculum using competencies
identified in the assessment, achieve better visualization of the
readiness of APC students and graduates to assume work with
ASEAN perspective and enable research collaboration.
Areas for collaboration includes promotion of ICT
competency and standards, an open line of communication for
ICT manpower development, engagement in technical exchange
including staff exchange and exploration of other possibilities in
line with human resource development.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed
last December 14, 2015 and will take effect until Dec. 14, 2018. The
signatories for the MOU are IITP President, Mr. Sang-hong Lee,
APC President, Dr. Paulino Y. Tan, and NU President Teodoro
Ocampo.www

2016 1st Quarter Report on

ACADEMIC CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLIES

WITH APC’S INDUSTRY PARTNERS
Johanna Minglana

In the Year of the Fire Monkey, APC is blazing in its
passion and commitment to be attuned to the needs of the industry
and to heed the call to produce quality graduates. The External
Relations Office of APC, primarily responsible for partnership
management and synergy with industry partners, organized three
(3) Academic Consultative Meetings with various Human Resource
leaders in Asia Pacific College. Anchored on its mission to provide
quality and globally-accepted curriculum, APC is focused on
enhancing its industry-driven curriculum by sharing with and
listening to industry partners’ feedback, particularly on the APC
Internship Program, one of its flagship programs.
The 1st assembly, held on the 26th of January 2016, was
attended by one of APC’s founding industry partners and a giant
in the retail industry – the SM Group. APC shared with Human
Resource Supervisors, Managers, and Vice-Presidents from various
SM companies, including SM Retail, Inc.; SM Prime Holdings, Inc.;
SM Investments Corp.; Shopping Center Management Corp.; SM
Joint Ventures; SM Food Group; and the SM Store.
To jumpstart the assembly, Johanna Minglana, Director
for External Relations, presented the APC Internship Walkthrough.
Ryan Joy J. Dizon, Head of the Senior High School Program and
Philip Cuizon, Director of the AB Psychology Program, presented
to the group their respective programs, focusing on getting
contributions from industry partners on how to further enhance
their respective curriculums in order to produce quality interns
who are prepared to become competitive graduates later on.
The next day, 27th January 2016, the Game Development
Association of the Philippines (GDAP), led by The Emperor Alvin
Juban, visited APC to discuss relevant trends in the

exciting and promising industry of Game Development visà-vis supporting APC’s academic programs under the School
of Computing and Information Technologies (SoCIT) and
School of Multimedia & Arts (SoMA).
Part of the discussions were on initiating academic
collaborations with GDAP and its member companies, and
improving student competencies and APC processes. Also in
attendance from GDAP were Solon Chen, Kooaapps Manager;
Shelly Kero, Eqela COO; Markku Kero, Eqela CEO/Job &
Esther Technologies CEO; and Raymond Sunico, Fandom Inc.
Art Director.
The 3rd and last Academic Consultative Assembly
for the 1st quarter of 2016 was held on the 12th of February
2016. This was attended by Human Resource leaders from
industry giants: BDO Unibank, Inc.; BFS, Inc.; B&M Global

Inc.; Cardno Emerging Markets; Citibank; JP Morgan Chase;
OOCL Philippines, Inc.; Smart Communications, Inc.; and,
Zuellig Pharma Asia Pacific Ltd. Phils. ROHQ. As in the 1st
assembly, highlighted were the strong need for APC to increase
awareness of its industry partners in the inevitable changes
in the Philippine Educational System, particularly on the
full implementation of the K-12 Program. APC, a pioneer in
implementing an industry-driven curriculum both in the College
and in its Senior High School Program (or Grades 11 & 12), is
tapping more industry partners for collaboration in order to
develop globally-competitive academic programs.
The fiery ball of academic discussions with industry leaders
have just begun. APC is organizing more in the months ahead
as it fulfills its promise to be the preferred Higher Education
Institution in the Philippines that bridges the academe with the
industry.
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It’s been a while since
the organizations have been
accredited and recognized, yet
some are unfortunately losing
their spot in the limelight.
What is becoming unclear to
the naked eye may have just
been a great part of building
known student organizations
now, and there it is made clear
to know the existence of the
APC Campus Ministry service.

FEATURED

organization
Tim Parayno

campus
Now anchored on
its motto “Serving the Lord
with our heart, mind, soul
and strength”, the Campus
Ministry heads the religious
organizations which helped
many APC students get their
faith back. A vital campaigner
of unity in religious diversity,
the ministry is intended to
solidify different religious
foundations in the College.
It consists of a majority
of Catholic members who
organizes 11:30 am Catholic
Masses every Thursday, but it is
ready to welcome and promote
any religious organizations
established and will be
established at APC that is

Ministry
suitable for students of different
religious beliefs.
It may be challenging to answer
the call, but the ministry
welcomes anybody with a bigheart to help student-servants.

REACHING TOWARDS NEW HORIZONS:

APC IN THE 26TH ASEAN SUMMIT
Franz Catuncan

Being a small college community with
great opportunities that have grown and continue
to grow each day, Asia Pacific College continues to
reach towards new horizons through its students.
Empowered by tutelage and considerable exposure to
industry practices, the young men and women of APC
do their best in solving public issues and positively
influencing society whenever the opportunity is given.
Just recently, last April 25 – 27, during the
26th ASEAN Summit held at the Kuala Lumpur
Conventional Center in Malaysia, APC was given the
chance to represent the country and our very own
Leirrand Ochotorena was nominated.
The ASEAN Summit is an event that has
several main objectives, one of which is to break
barriers between member states and forge a unified
and collaborative community. During the Summit,
development ideas were being discussed and at the
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end of the event, member states tried to work towards
providing each other with internship opportunities.
Being an affiliate of the National Youth
Commission which was responsible for his
endorsement in the Summit, Mr. Ochotorena stated
that he thought of “…encouraging every young
individual to be proud of what they know and to
continue to innovate that knowledge.” Furthermore,
he firmly said that the youth sector was just as much
as capable of contributing to the solution of societal
problems in the present day. “We (ASEAN Youth
Representatives) envisioned an idea for an ASEAN
Secretariat; to keep track of the achievements,
declarations and programs of the Youth Sector of each
member state in order to improve and not start from
scratch year in and year out.”
When he was asked about APC’s involvement
in the ASEAN’s goals, he stated the following:

“At APC, having various student organizations
under SOAR (Students Organizations Association of
Regents), I’d like everyone to stop thinking about the
limits regarding the youth’s involvement towards just
organizing recycling and food drives. What we do in
school can actually be of help to some problems in
society. We still have a long way to go but I believe,
starting in our own way, we are very much capable of
achieving it…we must love what we do and continue
learning valuable skills and knowledge even after
college. We must always think about how we can be a
positive contribution to society.”
For the past 24 years and many more to come,
APC continues to reach new horizons, new visions,
and new ways to solve ever-growing issues in society
as it continues to match the challenges that come its
way, by being steadfast in embodying “Real Projects.
Real learning.” To its students, to its faculty and staff,
to its community, and to the country itself.

LIFESTYLE

A LONER'S TALE
Ken Ricafort
People usually classify each other
into different groups or stereotypes based on
their interests, attitudes, family background,
intellectual capabilities, and how they work
and associate with others.
Some of the most popular stereotypes in
society are as follows:

The JOCKS

http://cdn.gurl.com/wp-content/
gallery/jocks-who-didnt-suck/troy-highschool-musical.jpg

The POLITICIANS

http://www.luminophore.net/wp-content/
uploads/tower-prep01-01.jpg

This group
consists of the
sporty bunch who
loves a nice sweat.
These are the
athletes, the gym
enthusiasts,
and the outdoor
junkies.
They are usually seen biking or
jogging early in the morning, hogging the
gym at lunch break, playing basketball or
volleyball, and going to the gym again at
night before finally getting some sleep. Some
of them do rigorous activities to maintain
a healthy lifestyle, some want to look good,
and some do it for fun. No matter what the
reason is, you can count on these guys to
carry your bag when walking a long flight of
stairs.

This group is composed of leaders
and influential people who love to
debate about every little thing. They
are our protectors against the
injustices of the current
system. They may be very hard to
approach due to their tough
demeanor and serious nature, but in
reality they are very compassionate
towards their fellow citizens.

The ROYALTIES

The ARTISTS

http://news.psu.edu/sites/default/files/styles/
photo_gallery_large/public/Visual%20Arts.version2.
jpg?itok=FYgI89Lq

This group is composed of
the artistic and talented bunch. They
can usually be seen drawing, painting,
or doodling during their free time.
These people have a very wide range
of imagination. Whenever there is a
group work in class or in the office,
these people are usually found doing
the props and decorations for the
stage and organizing the banners and
posters for events. The artists are very
hardworking people who are easy to
please. As long as they are praised and
given credit for their talent they will
be happy and contented.

http://media1.popsugar-assets.com/files/2015/09/23/949/n/1922398/
b907622df8b5424d_1389630_1503515286558319_1060431965_
nDiOyp2.xxxlarge/i/Plastics-From-Mean-Girls.jpg
This group
contains the “princes
and princesses” of
society. They are
usually, but not
always, born from a
well-to-do family.
These people love
being the center of
attention and they
love being
smothered with love
and affection even
if they do not show it in the outside. These
royalties have their
“servants”, usually their close friends, who
follow them wherever they go: in
shopping malls, in cinemas, in
parties, etc. But if you think that these
people are self-centered narcissists, then you
are wrong! Well, partially wrong. These
people may have very few friends, but no
matter how egotistic and self-loving they are,
they are also very loyal. Once they give their
promise to someone, they are sure to keep it.

The FAMILY

http://dearbornpeds.com/wp-content/
uploads/2014/04/Depositphotos_9209115_xs.jpg

This group is one of the most
common groups you can find at any
elementary, high school, college, and
even at work. The family is
composed of unrelated people who
serve as the mother, the father, and the
kids. Sometimes the family extends to
the grandfather, the grandmother, the
godparents, and so on and so forth.
Like a real family, these groups of
people protect each other from harm
despite their differences. Being part of a
“family” is heartwarming, they give
advice to one another when times get
tough.

The FANATICS

http://internationalinsights.viacom.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/10/Paramount-Movie-Study-AudienceEnjoying-Movie.jpg
These are the simple people who
live simple lives. They usually talk about
the latest movies, books, music, and
anything that is trending. Their joys
in life revolve around actors, singers,
performers, comedians, and the like.
Usually, these people are really fun to be
around because they keep their friends
updated with everything under the sun.
Also, these people are bundles of energy,
and like the rays of the sun, they bring
sunshine in people’s lives.
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The INTELLECTUALS
http://i.infopls.com/images/Student_Library_
Time_Management_H.jpg

These people love to learn.
They love to read and study about
anything. They have a thirst for
knowledge and usually, staying up late
in front of the computer or reading a
book is their only vice. These people
are very informative, and just like
a walking Wikipedia, they have an
answer to almost every question that is
thrown at them. These people are more
than willing to help their friends with
their home works and projects.

The WANDERERS

http://publicradio1.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/
state-of-the-arts/files/2013/06/HungerGames.jpg

These are the types of
people who do not have a specific
group, but is a mixture of two
or more. One moment they can
be seen with the “jocks” and the
next moment they are with the
“politicians”. These people are very
outgoing and friendly, and they
usually love to help everyone out
if they can, sometimes forgetting
about themselves.
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No one really knows what is in a
loner’s mind. People usually think
that loners are weird and anti-social,
or maybe just plain rude.
I have a firsthand experience of
being a loner, since I was one of them
during my whole high school life.
When I graduated from sixth grade, I
transferred to a different high school
wherein I don’t know anyone. I’m not
friendly and I just wait for
people to talk to me. My classmates
already have their own groups when I
arrived and at one point they asked
me to be part of their groups.
One time I became a “wanderer”
but I couldn’t last long with their
conversations. The environment
I was in was so different from my
elementary days. I used to talk about
Disney Channel movies, playing
seikyo or patintero, biking, and other
stuff that 12 year-old-kids do, but in
high school, all the people around me
were talking about crushes, love lives,
running for presidency at our school
government, out-ranking people in
the honors list, backstabbing people,
and stuff like that. It was as if they
were all pretending to be grown up.
I really didn’t want a part of that so
I left all the groups I was in, and just
watched them all from the outside.
People called me weird
whenever I stayed in the school
garden writing on my notebook
all day long. Parents of my other
classmates asked me why I was
always alone at lunch and told me
that kids my age should not be alone.
I watched from the outside, learning
about these stereotypes and what it
takes to be one of them.

The LONER

http://cdn.playbuzz.com/cdn/12aa756c-b58b-4e1e-8448bdd5fc3b165e/ad781f6d-f640-45c5-a7c9-69446d923b5b.
png

I learned that the “royalties”
were not allowed to play games
(even though some of them wanted
too) because it will ruin their image,
and the “jocks” should all know how
to play basketball, else they are out
of the circle.
I on the other hand, have no
image whatsoever, and I have no
obligation to any group. I didn’t
have to go shopping with anyone,
and I didn’t have to prove anything
just to fit in. I was an outcast, yes,
but I was very happy. I could swim
in the school pool without anyone
caring, I could play patintero with
the younger kids, and I didn’t have
to “pretend” to be anyone else.
To all the people out there,
don’t be afraid to be who you
are. Don’t be scared to ruin your
“image”. It’s not worth being a part
of a group that doesn’t accept you
for who you are and only wants you
for who they think you can be. Once
you learn to love yourself, you will
find the people who truly loves you.

LITERARY

SOMETHING SPECIAL
I love him.
I love his soft white hair and his big brown eyes.
I love the way he wakes up beside me; cuddling
me like his life depended on it.
I love the way he always clings to me and tells
me he loves me.
I love the way he teases me then kisses me after.
I love the way he dances and the way he sings.

Ken Ricafort
Ren Gomos

I love the games we play together.
I love the biking trips we have during summer.
I love the moments we spend together thinking
about our future.
I love every single part of her.
I love them.
My 2-year-old-son and my wife and the two
greatest things that happened in my life.
I love the way they would get together and tease
me almost every night.
I love the way they would make me laugh with
their silly antiques.
I love the way I would pretend to die when they
“kill” me in one of our games.
I love the way they call me “Daddee”.

I love his reactions when I give him food.
I love the days when we sleep all day at home.
I love our bonding moments over movies and
fries.
I love every single part of him.
I love her.

I love kissing them goodnight.
I love seeing them sleeping peacefully in bed just
before I turn off the lights.
I love spending every waking moment with them
by my side.
I love both of them so much.

I love her light brown hair and her soft pink lips.
I love the way she lets me hold her at night.
I love the way she always wants me to remind
her that I love her.

Life is full of surprises, and I’m glad that I have
two special surprises that changed my life
forever.

I love the way she always makes fun of me.
I love the way she walks and the way she similes.

BEYOND THE BOUNDARY
Benjamin Bajet
My phone is dead, and I don’t really care
Not that I need it at my age
With Coco. I sit sulkily on my chair
On the porch, to get out of both our cage
They’ve cut the lights and soon the
water
Not like it’s going to make my life any
shorter
I’m a wreck without you, I need you here
To hold me dear, until the day that He’d
appear
I have fought krauts and fascists in my day
Suffered pain, strain, hunger, and thirst
So I think it on my bed at night as I lay
Who would have thought that you’d go first?
While fixing the roof. The ladder broke in
half
I saw my life flash as I fell flat on my back

Amazingly. Nothing but cuts and scratches
Not to mention my time in those boxing
matches
Do you remember the bar fight I got bottled
on the head?
I got twenty stitches and the one I got
stabbed by a mugger
You and I sincerely both thought I was dead
Then I’d wake up in bed, and you
preparing dinner
Remember the morning. I slipped in the
tub?
I broke my hip and it was never the same
again
Or the time I fell off the stool of the pub
But I still can’t figure out why this had to
happen

Third degree burns trying to save a kid from
a house fire
Broken knee from falling trying to save a cat
on a tree
Crashed the car once when Jimmy forgot to
air a tire
Flesh deep scars from shrapnel from
Normandy
I have cheated deaths over countless of
times
Which is why I can’t bring myself to believe
That this is karma even if I committed no
crimes
That I’d be punished to the point that you
would leave
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Katherine Camacho
Beatrice Baylosis
She sits atop an ivory throne
With ivory skin and ivory bone
And window barred and door of stone
But no one comes to find her.

She saw the men as they did flee
She saw their death as you see me
And she cried a lonely heart to be
For no one comes to find her.
She always knew t’was here to stay
She knew she’d never get away
She does not even dare to pray
As no one comes to find her.

She waits in halls as cold as ice
And listens as the bell rings thrice
There was no gain, this is the price
Yet no one comes to find her.
She watches as the days go by
With wounded heart and dampened eye
No fate man ever did deny
And no one comes to find her.

She saw her fate and here it lead
Humanity hanging by a thread
What life she had has long been shed
So no one comes to find her.
She sits atop an ivory throne
With ivory skin and ivory bone
And window barred and door of stone
And no one comes to find her.

If this is the end
If there is no going back
I hope you find your happy land
I hope you don’t comeback

Even though I walk with tears
Even though I scream of fears
Do not turn your way back
Keep on to your track
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Clara Dominique A. Zerna

“You look good in yellow,
But I prefer black, Black and yellow,
Like the song Black and Yellow,
Do you know Purple Rain?
Let’s dance to its beat,
On the roads right lane,
Even when I know you’ll go away,
Let’s dance to the beat of Purple Rain,
I told you your hair is pretty,
It draws me near like strawberries,
Almond eyes you hide with black lines,
And your lips that are stained with sin,
Though they taste like apple’s rim,
We kissed and traced,
I am in love with your shoulder blades,
I know about your cute mole,
By your left collarbone,
I memorized it all,
While dancing the Purple Rain song,
Even when I know you’ll go away,
I gave you tulips,
Then kissed your lips,
I held your hand,
While you did mine,
I thought for sure,
That you’ll bid me goodbye,
And before you start leaving,
I turned on the stereo while crying,
Purple Rain is playing,
I am having my breaking,
We danced for the first time,
We danced for the last time,
I held on after the song,
I have no idea what’s wrong,
I still love Purple Rain,
Even when you went away

When the love fails
When our expectation collapse
I shall no longer leave flaws
I shall no longer possess

Because my love has fallen
Because you were stolen

My Dear
Purple Rain

Peter Min Kwon Son

J.P. DeVilla
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The

Saddest

Home
Sick

thing in

Love

Peter Min Kwon Son

Jan Michael Sy

Leonard Angelo Galang

Joshua Capili

When you are in love and you get hurt
It’s like a cut… it will heal but there will always be a scar
You can close your eyes to things you don’t want to see,
But you can’t close your heart to things you don’t want to feel
We were given two hands to hold, two legs to walk, two eyes to see, two ears to listen
But why only one heart?  Because the other was given to someone else for us to find
Love begins with a smile, grows with a kiss and ends with a tear drop
Sometimes life isn’t easy at all
Don’t ever give up if you still want to try.
Don’t ever wipe your tears if you still want to cry,
Don’t ever settle for an answer if you still want to know
But most of all, don’t you ever say you don’t love her if you can’t let her go
You’ll never find the right one if you never let go of the wrong one
Yes I can be happy and yes I can laugh but something is missing in my life---YOU!

Oh how I miss you so much
Because there aren’t place such
Everything you had were warm breeze
Comforting myself with ease
You are my true sanctuary
Because you will stood there stationary
I still remember your colorful four clothes
Four clothes that my heart refreshes
You first cloth, cherry blossom
Filled my view warm and awesome
Your second cloth, sun flower
Showed me strength and power
Your third cloth, maple leaf
Gives me romance of a tiff
Your fourth cloth, snow
Makes me wonder to know
When will we meet again?
I wish to fly to you like a vain
I hope you’re still you
Because I want the same view
The very same view I fell in love with
And once again make myself feel comfort
and ease

My Commander in Chief
Benjamin Bajet
You sold blocks of ice to shoulder your education
You became a lumberjack to cook your food
It’s either luck, destiny, or divine intervention
That you became the sword of the righteous and the good
You studied like a scholar and worked like a mason
To make sure we have full stomachs and empty plated in the basin
You’ve been denied of the asphalt-paved road
But paved gold atop the sand and dirt of the other
With your very hands, you built our own abode
I sincerely ask nothing more from a father
I have tried to make you proud but clearly failed
And I know it crushes you inside like a boulder
I’m sorry that our dream is a ship that long sailed
But living without living is a thought too hard to shoulder
Disappointed you may be, yet you did not deny me
I was so surprised and touched, then it struck me
I have lost sight that we’re father and son. That I didn’t see
That you’d always love and understand me no matter what I wanted to be

Mae Lisaca
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ANOTHER AFTERNOON
Mae Heloise Lisaca

Ren Gomos

“I do not wish to live anymore.”
It was a clear afternoon, and a man and his friend are sitting down outside by the garden. It appeared to be like any afternoon wherein these two
friends would enjoy each other’s company – with a hot cup of tea and a side of the daily paper.
His friend took a nonchalant sip of earl grey. The man could not help but stare. “Don’t look at me like that. No depressing thoughts have crossed my
mind,” his friend waved off the man’s gaping expression. He took another sip as he waited for his reply, “I am neither sad nor miserable.”
“My friend, what bothers you, then?” He paused, “What on earth could possibly make you feel as though life is no longer worth living?”
“It is precisely that there is no longer anything on this earth that allows me to regard it with significance that makes it unbearable for me to live,” his
friend looked long and hard at the man before he continued, “The world only gains a certain degree of significance relative to what you delude
yourself to believe. Such is the way of the world. It is a hollow and desolate abyss that we simply cannot avoid. Why should we delay what is
inevitable?”
The man regarded his friend with utmost sincerity, “What then of those who see the world in all its grace and beauty? Do you assert that their lives
are also as meaningless as the inherent despair of mortality?
His friend wordlessly took another sip, “Do you not agree with the wondrous journey that each individual takes part in with the attempt to make
meanings out of the bleak, gray world? Even in the grey scale, it is gradient and diverse. We have only begun to drink the aperitif of the universe”
“What more does the world has to offer? What more do I need to know?” he bitterly set down the cup. “Those self-righteous fools are chasing after a
fantasy that would only bite them in the bitter end!” he retorted.
“Fools,” the man smiled, “the whole lot of them?”
His friend only returned a sardonic smile.
“My dear fellow, I believe you’re jealous,” the man gave a low chuckle.
His friend did not seem to return the humor, “Me? Jealous of them?” he spat out. “Pray tell the reason why I’d even be jealous of anybody?” he
demanded.
The man calmly spoke the next words, “Perhaps of what you know, and what you only wish to find out.”
“Which is?”
The man set down his cup and filled his friend’s to the brim.
“Why won’t you live to find out?”
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Travel
HIDDEN SANCTUARY, BULACAN
Ken Ricafort

Being a 3rd year college student is very stressful.
Homeworks, projects, quizzes, and exams will beat the hell
out of you. Sometimes you just want to relax and take a break
from everything.As you may know, Asia Pacific College had a
late vacation this year (December 23) and the week before that
our block had our final defense in one of our thesis subjects. I
was really tired because of school, and I really needed a break.
I planned a trip with my friend for Christmas this
year (2015), but due to our small budget and limited time we
couldn’t really afford something very expensive or very far.I
searched the internet for affordable resort hotels that are near
Quezon City, then I remembered this resort we visited last
2013. The name of the resort is Hidden Sanctuary. It’s just
a 30-45 minute bus ride from LRT-1 Balintawak Station to
Marilao, Bulacan.
The bus fare is only 35php whether you are a regular
passenger or a student. What’s good about this bus is that it
will directly stop in front of the resort, and you will no longer
have to walk far just to get to your destination.

If you want to check their resort out,
here is their website:
www.hiddensanctuary.com.ph

1

THE RESORT

The entrance fee for the resort is around
200php per person + the table or cottage fee if you
plan to leave your things when you swim .There
are two wave pools, the Boracay Wave Pool and the
Lingayen Gulf Wave Pool. The resort doesn’t open
the waves all day long, only at a certain time. If you
are not fond of big pools or if you have kids with you,
there is a kiddie pool located in front of the hotel.
The kiddie pool has a slide for the tots and a relaxing
jacuzzi as well.
For those who love to grill, there are
different grilling areas stationed around Hidden
Sanctuary, however you must bring your own meat,
coal, and cooking materials.If you didn’t bring your
own food you can try the different restaurants that are
stationed near the entrance of the resort. They serve
simple dishes such as “silog” meals, grilled food, and
even “carinderia” food. Aside from the different pools
and restaurants, there is also a mini zoo that houses
love birds, pigeons, monkeys, and a monitor lizard.

2

THE HOTEL

Hidden Sanctuary is known for their hotel
inside the resort. You can book your reservation
online before the date of your stay to avoid any
problems, but if you plan to visit them during off-peek
season, then you can just walk-in. It would still be
better though to give them a call first especially if you
are a big group.
There are different hotel packages you can
purchase depending on the number of people. Also,
you don’t have to pay the entrance fee if you are a
hotel guest.Each hotel room has a bed, a bedside
table with drawers and a telephone connected to the
lobby and the restaurant, an air-conditioning unit, a
refrigerator, a cabinet, and a bathroom with a hot and
cold shower.Hotel guests can swim in the two public
wave pools as well as the kiddie pool, but there is
also a private pool and and jacuzzi exclusive for hotel
guests.

3

BUDGET (FOR 2)

Whole day:

If you plan to stay the whole day at the
resort 1,500php- 2,000php is enough for your
transportation, entrance fee, and food.

Over-night:

The cheapest hotel room for a
couple is the Standard Room which costs
2,000php (with free breakfast). A budget of
3,500-4,000php will be enough if you want
to spend the night there.

4 THE PROS OF
HIDDEN SANCTUARY:

*The air is very clean. The resort is surrounded by farm
lands, and if you are staying at the hotel, you have an
overview a vast farm land filled with cows, carabaos,
chickens, goats, and ducks.
*The hotel rooms are well maintained and the staff is
very friendly.
*The water of the pools are cleaned regularly

5 THE CONS OF

HIDDEN SANCTUARY:

*It’s a long walk from the hotel to the restaurant. You
can order room service, but it will take then an hour or
so to deliver the food.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Conquering Fear of
Rejection by Beatrice Baylosis

Prussia by Mae Lisaca

Answer this puzzle and

get a chance to win
SM Movie tickets.
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Answer this puzzle and get a chance to win SM Movie tickets!
Name:
Course:
Contact No.:
Cut out this portion and submit it on or before JUNE 30, 2016 at the
Publications Office, APC Center, Rm. 509. Look for Ms. Joyce Umali.

Andres Bonifacio

ENTERTAINMENT
“Hugot” Lines gathered during BMAG’s
Bittergram Event

Sanguine by Mae Lisaca

Tantalize by Mae Lisaca
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